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Letters to the Editor
Condoms
As a faculty member who has written extensively in the area of sexual communication, the current discussion on the "condom
resolution" is a much needed, long awaited
public discourse. For toolong we havelived
in a cultural climate of fear, silence and
ignorance surrounding sexuality, which has
created a chillingeffect oncampusesaround
the country, including Seattle University.
With implicit "codes of morality" beingbanteredabout, it is difficult to have "reasoned
discourse" when everyone is so busy claiming higher moralground.
Since arriving here at SU over six years
ago, I've found it revealing that the only
course entitled "Human Sexuality" within
the College of Arts & Sciences (NOT to be
confused with courses on "gender")is in the
Departmentof ReligiousStudies. Years ago,
when Ioffered to give a workshop to SU
"peer educators" about "the discourse of intercourse" Iwasinformed then that even the
"talk about the talk" was too taboo.
Ironically, while sexual imagery abounds
withinthe larger culture,(content analysisof
soaps indicate "sexual tease"is provided an
average 7.3 times an hour), weremain erotic
phobic within the educational arena. Any
intellectual or scholarly discussions regardingsexuality are virtually muted. Ratherthan
"educate" we "preach;"rather than assuming
that students are capable of "reasoning" we
treat them as children in need of "moralizing." For example,why aren't weseriously
discussing, challengingand debatingthe assumptions that sex as "adult entertainment"
is a "joyless and ugly...game." Is thereever
a legitimate,responsible and caring basis for
sexas "entertainment?" Are weafraid to ask
these questions,or does the mere discussion
of these soshake ourfoundations offaith and
morality thattheseissues themselves mustbe
silenced? Is ourconfidence incritical think-

ing, dialogueand controversy so fragile that

and 24. So I'm wondering why this school,
which allows its health center to distribute
free Prozac toits students, will not distribute
something whichcaneffectivelypreventover
five potentiallylethal diseases.
I'm also wondering where in the Bible it
says "don't use condoms" or is this something that the Pope tacked on to make heaven
evenmore select?I
understand thatcondoms
doprevent thewondrous miracle thatis pregnancy (ask any college-agedmother whohad
to drop out). On the other hand women between the ages of 18 and 24 are just as likely
to have an abortion, as they are togo through
with the pregnancy. These are not goododds
for little Junior,and ifhe is born, he has a 30
percentchance ofhismother notseeking any
prenatal care resulting in serious childhood
health problems which will probably be left
unattended because that magic 30 percentis
how likely he and hismother are to live way
below thepoverty line.Ifpregnancy is going
tohappen,itshould occur withbothpartners'
beforehand knowledge.Otherwise, the odds
are against both parentsand their child.
Either way sex happens. This is college,
and were not all good little Jesuits.If a condomisn'tavailablebothpartnersare atriskof
transmitting potentially lethal diseases and
even worse, producing an infected child. I
can only assumeone of their reasons for not
allowingcondomdistributionisbecause they
are afraid it may encourage sex; there is no
study that Icould find thatshowed this statement to be true. I
did find many studies that
showed that condom availability in urban
high schoolsresulted in a rise in condom use
ofover 30 percent and showed that thelevel
ofsexual activity remainedthe same.Speaking first hand, I
attended ahigh school which
not only sponsored guest speakers from
PlannedParenthood,butmade condomsvery
accessible to its students.This was in Montana, that's right, backwards, hillbilly, Montana. So you can imagine my surprise when I
move to thebig,moderncity togo toa college
thatis supposed to connect my mind to what
matters, yet is more backwards in thought
than Kansas. I
haven't taken a sciencecourse
here, but I
hope they teach evolution.

it must be supplanted by appeals to virtue
alone?
BertrandRussell oncenoted that"Catholic
University" is an oxymoron.I
say, let'sprove
him wrong.
Max Fassnacht
Frosh, Honors
Mara Adelman, Ph.D.
Dept. of Communication
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champions and highlyfavored torepeatin the
event. Laughlin startedoff the relay that was
followed by Sullivan. When Kolbe jumped
off the block, both the Redhawks and the
Clansmen werein a deadheat. Kolbe pulled
the Redhawks just in front of the Clansmen
for Lamarche. Lamarche teetered with the
Clansmen's best sprinter for the final 100
yards until theClansmen powered in the last
ten yards to beat Lamarche. The final times
were only nineteen hundredths apart.
But our fellow peers did not know about
thatbecause ournewspaper failedto mention
am not writany of these accomplishments.I
ing this to take anything away from other
sports, but it seems a bit unfair that the girls
basketball team had more than a page and a
half of articles, while both the men's and
women's swim teams shared a quarter of a
page. Hopefully our newspapercan take this
experience and do right because our swim
teams put in the effort, got results,anddidit
all while having fun at the sametime, which,
is what it is allabout.

Quinn Baker

Frosh, Premajor

As we have all seen, recent weeks have
been busy in the arena of sports reporting.
However,after superiorcoverageof the swim
team earlier this season, Iam highly disappointed in the story written about our NAIA
NationalMeet. I
would think that you would
interview a few more people,use some pictures out of the numerousones taken by the
athletes,and not write a story taken directly
fromtheSlD's pressreleases. Iknow thatthis
wasaneasyway to formulate astory,but with
SFUonly twohours away,Iwould think The

Spectator would have sent a reporter and a
photographer for at least one day. This story
showed an utter disregard for the performance of our swimmers, and a display of
laziness on your behalf.

I
know that it is easier to send someone to
Federal Way tocovera story,buta day trip to
SFU would not have been difficult or out of
yourway. So in the future, youmay want to
pay attention to, and show a little more respect for, the highest ranking and best performing sports team on campus.

be a small step toward a more diverse and
involvedcampus.
Erin E.Okuno
Senior, public administration

Mozambique Relief
In December Gra§a Machel and Nelson
Mandela graced our campus with their presence.TodayGrasa Machel is givingsuccor in
her homeland to the more that one million
Mozambicans who have lost homes, land,
crops and cattle to the devastating floods
ravaging Mozambique. More than half the
country is under water. Heavyrains continue
to to hit the area and more are expected.

Resources are extremely limited in
Mozambique,oneof the world's poorestnations, with a per capita annual income of
$152.Thereis acriticalneed for financial aid
in boththe current emergencyphase and the

ensuing rehabilitation phase toget life saving
supplies to people.
We, the SeattleUniversitycommunity, can
help the people of Mozambique through our
Oregon Province Jesuit Father Mike
Schultheis,SJ, wholivesandteaches inBeira,
Mozambique. We urge you to make a generous donation for the relief of Mozambican
flood victims by writing a check to Seattle
University withanotation in the memoline
on your check "Mozambique Relief." Send
your check to the office of Jesuit Identity,
Loyola 209, by April 10. Seattle University
will see that, through the Oregon Province,
the entire amount of yourgift will bedistributed to flood victims through Father
Schultheis.
After recently touring ravaged portions of
Mozambique, Grac,a Machel said in a press
interview: "They[the peopleofMozambique]
wererebuilding theirlives[following sixteen
yearsof civil war]. There was that sense of
rebuilding our sense of self-esteem and dignity.Don't abandon us at the very time when
weare most needy."Through ourdonations
for the Mozambican flood victims, we can
continue to build the bridge between Seattle
and Africa so beautifully conceived during
Machel and Mandela's visit to Seattle.
Judy Mayotte

Swim coverage

Josh Babigan
Senior, Co-CaptainSU Men's Swimming

Jerry Cobb, SJ

Frankie So

Mandela/MachelPlanning Committee
As a Seattle University student Iam very
Iam disappointed to have this newspaper
disappointed with the school'sreactionto the representouruniversity. Two weeks ago our
dispensing ofcondoms oncampus.I
find this men'sand women'sswim teams were at the
belief to be backwards in thinking and com- National Championship Meet atSimonFraser
pletely without any logicalbacking. Theonly University.The sports sectionfailed to mensupport for the argument that keeps people tion anything about them except on the back
from dispensing condoms on campus are page that said that the swim team was at
"Jesuit Values"and the fear that we willbe in Nationals Thursday through Saturday in
contradictionwiththeCatholicChurch.These Canada. This was the first blunder that our
arguments arebased on a set of values which newspaper made.
are a guide to pleasing a deity, not facts. I The second came whenthe coverage of
would hope that a placeof learning,even one Nationals was insubstantial. It seemed like
with ties toa religious institution, would not our newspaper brushed the teams off. It is
make a decision completely based on opin- great that Chris Forgie, Elliott Kolbe, Chris
ion. It seems that they have.I
don't know if Garcia and Joe Laughlin won All American
they werepresentedwith the facts,andif they honors,but whatdid they win? Our newspawere, Iam even more disgusted by their per failed to mention that both Forgie and
decision. In case they weren't,or forthoseof Kolbe weredouble winners of theAll-Ameriyou whomight want to know, here are some can awards. Forgie was second in both the
statistics Ifound on the Alan Guttmacher 100 and 200 backstroke, while Kolbe was
Institute's website, Iencourage all of you second inthe200 breaststrokeand thirdin the
(that means you too Hank Durand) to visit 100 breast.Garciatook thirdin the 100backthis site at www.agi-usa.org.
stroke and Laughlin was tied for third in the
SoIhave heard the religiousargument,but 100 freestyle that included two other SU
this is a weakexcuse for a school not to make swimmers, Steve SullivanandLucLamarche,
something available on its campus that is 98 against three SFU swimmers.
percent effective in preventing a lethal disIn addition, to thelack of coverageon the
If
think
one
individual
youdon't
you
may
events, our newspaper clumped
ease.
that
be
ofthe lucky threemillioncollege agedpeople together all of the relays. Iwas one of the
whowillcontractHIV this year,you'redumb. lucky one's that was able to see the meet,and
Unless your abstinent, which is a great yet there wasnomentionof probably the greatest
humorous choice at yourage,you are at risk. race that Ihad ever seen. The men's 400
In fact our age group is more at risk than freestyle relay featured Laughlin, Sullivan,
anyone else;overhalf of thepeoplecurrently KolbeandLamarche.They were pittedagainst
infected withHIV are betweenthe agesof 18 the SFU Clansmen who were the defending
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minority affairs

Coverage
Inlast weeksissue [March9] ofThe Spectator writer Amy Baranski wrote an enlight-

Pat O'Leary, SJ
Joe Orlando
Office of Jesuit Identity

ASSU/SEAC

eningarticleabout thedepartureofEric Davis,
director of the Office of Minority Student
First of all, we would like to thank The
poiSpectator
Affairs. The editors also wrote a very
for givingBattleoftheBands good
gnant editorial about Seattle University and coverage.
Unfortunately, mistakes by your staff and
the racial disparity happening on campus.
Spectator
congratulated
While The
shouldbe
others around campushave created a confuon bringing theseissues to the students, Ifail sion on the difference between Associated
to seehow TheSpectator integrates students Students of Seattle University and Student
cultural issues into their publication. In the Event and ActivitiesCouncil.
Although ASSU and SEAChave a strong
same week that Davis' resignation article
appeared in The Spectator, The Spectator relationship, eachof us has differentagendas
failed to mention the United Filipino Club's for the Seattle University community as a

Barrio Fiesta.

TheUFCFiesta is major event for the club
■andincreasinglyfor theSU community.This
annual event allows the club to share their
culture withSUand the greaterSeattle community. In The Spectator's editorial you
spoke about attending ethnic events oncampus: "All students gain some sort of heightenedawareness from attendingcultural events
and presentations." Shouldn't this include
reading about cultural events that take place
on campus?
In the future, Ihope to see The Spectator
devoteas muchattentionto students'cultural
events, as they focus on the administrations
lackof attention to racial diversity. This will

whole.ASSU addressespoliticalissues, such
as student financial aid and club funding,
while SEAC focuses on bringing events to
students, such as Winterball, Battle of the

Bands and Quadstock. At times, it is important to distinguish the difference between
these two organizations.
Virgil Domaoan
President,SEAC
Lisa Pascuzzi

VicePresidentof Operations,SEAC

Frankie So
ASSU Rep. Council
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Expandingits commitment to patients
for providing the best place to receive
care< Swedisn Medical Center
announces the launch of our Nursing
Technician Program on June 12th.
2000. Must be able to work between 24-40 hours per week, every other
weekend during the school yearand either Christmas or Thanksgiving
holiday period

To be eligible for an interview, you must currently be enrolled ina A year.
WA statenursing program,have completed courses related to department specialty and be available for full time orientation from June 12th
to June 30. Applications must be accompanied by college transcript.
NA-C license is preferred
Call us at (800) 378-8236 or check out our website and help us find you.
Swedish MedicalCenter, 747 Broadway.Seattle, WA 98122. FAX (206)
386-2145. Email in ASCII format:employmentwmail.swedish.orgEOE
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Mozambicans are beginning the recovery effort after devastating
floods struck their lands in February. While theflood waters
may have receded, the people are still in danger of being
forgotten about in the international community. Seattle
Universityplays an important part in making sure that
Mozambique doesn't vanish from our attention.

■

ll

KATIE CHING
Managing Editor
After centuries of colonial rule
and decades of guerrilla wars,
Mozambique was rebuilding. Returning from refugee camps in
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aid to help rebuild the lives of
Mozambican villagers.

takeshape, theFRELIMO governmentbegan to follow

the teachings
of Karl Marx, and the country
History
quickly fell quickly into the Cold
The February floods devastateda War.The MozambicanNationalRecountry already suffering from de- sistance (RENAMO)challengedthe
cades of war and violence. Colo- authority of the government. The
nized in 1505, the predominantly RENAMO, backed by the Apartrural nation won its independence heid government of South Africa
from Portugal
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neighboring countries, its people
were planting crops,replacing the
country'sinfrastructure,and beginning to focus on health care and
470 yearsofcoeducation.
One ofthe poorest nations in the lonial rule.
world was defying the odds. SamoraMoises
Mozambicansweresidesteppingthe Machel rose
fields of land minds imbedded in from the ranks
the countryside to revitalize their of the National
economy and rebuildtheir identity Front for the
as a nation.
Liberation of
But allof that changed this past Mozambique
February when the country was (FRELIMO) to
struck by torrentialrains andfloods. becomethefirst
The floods took place below the president of a
Beira Corridor, and left over liberated
200,000 people homeless.
Mozambique.
TheUnitedNationsFoodandAg-

m^
I

t'When

we'resatisfied withjust
tting the band-aid of emergency
xi andshelter, weforget thatthese
Macheldied ina mystenousplane peoples' lives are going to go on,"
crash in 1986, and foreign minister
"When they'reoutof
r mind's eyes,wejustforgetabout
Joaquim Chissano took the presidency. Chissano's tenure wascontinually threatened by the
For Mayotte and many others in
RENAMO,and hisplans tocreate a
:university community,SUhas a
special
socialist country
connection to Mozambique
ofGracaMachel'sDecemquickly
were
In
:r
abandoned.
visit to campus.
1992,
In
Oct.
after
a recent letter to the commu16 years of civil
ty (see Letters to the Editor),

sabotage of the infrastructure the
nation's roads, power plants and
communicationlines.

tayot esaid.

war, a cease-fire
agreement was

ratified by the

FRELIMO and
RENAMO. A
new constitution
created three
branches of government
and
granted civil liberties to the

Machel was

f:cause

Mayotte,FatherJerryCobb,SJ, Father Pat O'Leary, SJ, ASSU president Frank So and Joe Orlando of

. esuit Identityappealed tostudents,

acuity and staff tohelpraisemoney
or the people of Mozambique.
So far, the campaign has raised
ver $4,500. Of that sum, $1,000
as donated by SU's Jesuit community.
The money willbe sent to Father
Mike Schultheis, SJ, an Oregon
Province Jesuit whohas beenliving
in Mozambique for over 10 years.
Father Schulthesis teaches in
Beirajust abovethe floodline. The
money will beused toaidlong-term
development in Mozambique,
something that has been forgotten
about amidst the cries for emergency aidand shelter.
For ASSU president Frank So,
establishing the fund was a logical
choice for a community based on
Jesuit foundations of self-sacrifice
and service.
But moreimportantly, Sofelt that
the community needed to become
more involved in international issues. "We're not just

people. Chissano
to
married
was re-electedin
Graca Machel,
a popular vote,
now Chancel- FatherMike Schultheis,SJ, an OregonProvince Jesuit snapsapicture of andstill holds the
presidencytoday.
lor of the Uni- a groupofMozambican children in 1993.
versity of Cape
Both FRELIMO
Town and wife of former South and the U.S., lednumerousattacks and RENAMO sympathizers are
African president NelsonMandela. on fanning collectives,raiding the partofMozam-bique'spresentgovGraca Machel visited Seattle landand scattering its people. Over ernment.
University's campus last Decem- the nextdecade, the groupclaimed
responsibility for countless acts of
Recovery
As the young country began to violence against the people and
As the floodwaters recede,
Mozambicans again face the rebuildingof theirnation. The country hadmade tremendous stridesin
the eight years since the endof the
civil war. In 1997, Mozambique
had one of the highest growth rates
in the world. Over 900
businesses, for- Adjunctprofessor JudyMayotte su students;
Located in soutliern
mally
owned discussescritical issues involving _
Africa, Mozambique is
,r
I
Seattleites;
and operatedby
just over mice the size
Mozambique'srecovery.
the state,hadbeein
we>re not just
'
In
1994
Page
16
ofCalifornia.
citizens—
privatized.
The
U.S.
HHH
peoplehadtirelessly worked to
the country was named
we're global citizens," So
rebuild roads, transportation sysmmented.
one of the world's
tems and communication lines.
And for many on campus, bepoorest nations.
The floods destroyednearly ev- comingmoreinvolvedin the global
erything the people had rebuilt.
community is whatis critical toour
A month after the floods, future as a society.
Mozambiquehas virtually vanished
from the pagesofU.S. newspapers. Information for this article was
And,according toDr.JudyMayotte, itaken from the CIA World
—
adjunct professor in the SU his- "Factbook 1999, Africa News and
an
As of this date, Seattle University has raised $4,733 for
torydepartment,vanishingfrom the '.The Seattle Times. All photos of
Mozambique. Donations can be made through April 10. Contact
world's attention is the most dan- iMozambique courtesy of Judy
Joe Orlando in theOffice of Jesuit Identity at (206) 296-5917for
gerous thing that can happen to iMayotte.Graphicdesignassistance
more information.
iby BenStangland,PhotoEditor.
Mozambicans.

ricultural Organization estimated
that between70 to 80percent ofthe
area's livestock have died or been
critically injured in the February
flooding. Theyhavealso estimated
thatover 120,000 fanners and their
families,returningto their land,now
face the ruination of their livelihood.
The FAO has called for a minimum of 13 million U.S. dollars in
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SU's ROTC program takes top honors
Patrick H. Brady Chiefiian Battalion rankedfirst in the nation
U-Wen Lee
Staff Reporter
Seattle University's Reserve Officer TrainingCorps hasbeenranked
first in the nation out of 270 programs for the federal fiscal year
ending 1999. The United States
ArmyCadetCommand awardedthe
program and named the Patrick H.
BradyChieftain Battalion, withtop
honorsbased onmany selection processes.
Thepoleposition is a tremendous
achievement for SU considering it
placedjust 1 15th theprevious year.
Army officials use the ranking to
determine how to allocate scholarships,personnel andofficer recruitment goals accordingly.
Commission mission, contract
mission and Basic Camp mission
performance are just some of the
major criteria used in the ranking

tics derived through several models, like retention and recuiting,"

saidMajor Joe McClung, Assistant
Professor for Military Studies at
SU's ROTC. "Wehada very high
retention rate at the school, with
100 percent of the juniors moving
up to senior level, likewise for
sophomores tojuniors," he continued.

TheBradyChieftain Battalionhas
been ranked among the top 10 percent of all college and university
based programs in four of the past
five years. With thislatest achievement, SU takes the Douglas
McArthur Award, which theyhave
wonnumerous timesinrecent years.
"There werealso some retention
goals for each class," said Major
Peter K. Patacsil, Assistant Professor of Military Science. "We exceeded the command goals in all
categories."

Theapproximately140-strongcadetBrady ChieftainBattalion's competition included notable schools,
r at a national program called such as College Station Texas A &
dvance Camp,"and the number M, Virginia Military Institute and Members of thePatrick H. Brady Chieftain Battalion.
ofcadets whoare commissioned as the Citadel. Despite its small size,
Army officers upon graduation.
the Brady Chieftain Battalion was
An ROTC program was estab- an office on the campus of Pacific gram.
However, the cadets gather toAdvanced Camp is a summer second toTexasA& M in the num- lished atSU in 1951. 1n 1994,itwas Lutheran University.
The Brady Chieftain Battalionis getherregularly for field training,
trainingprogramheldinFort Lewis, ber of lieutenants commissioned renamed in honor of retired Major
Wash, that all third year cadets in into the Army.
General Patrick Brady, a member acombination ofstudents from SU, landnavigationalandothertraining
the country must attend and satis"Texas A & M has thousands of of the university's Board of Re- PLU, University of Washington exercises at the campinFort Lewis,
students,
and weonly finished sec- gents and an ROTC alumnus who Tacoma, St. Martin's College and Wash.
factorilycomplete asa requirement
prior to their commissioning.All of ond to them [in commissioning received the Medal of Honor from the University of Puget Sound.
"Wedon' thave any major shakeis
the
host
and
numbers],"
Brady
Major
bravery
from
the
ChiefPatacsilsaid.
for
his
acts
of
as
SU
school
headfor next year, as weare happy
Congress
ups
"By
the Cadets
tain Battalion successfully gradu- next year our Battalion will come a helicopterpilot during the Viet- quarters for the Brady Chieftain with the way things are right now.
Battalion. Because some of the We might be expanding our proated from AdvancedCamp
close to matching their commis- nam War.
Currently65students areenrolled schools are so far apart, each col- gram by recruiting more officers
'Theranking wasbasedonstatis- sioning numbers."
in the program, which also serves lege within the Brady Chieftain and allowing another 70 cadets to
studentsintheTacoma areathrough Battalion has its own trainingpro- join," Major McCludy said.
process.
Otherfactorsincludecadetretenperformance during the sum-

«n,

Students fast to
close the SOA
Sara ChristEnsen
Asst. ManagingEditor
JENNIFER ELAM
StaffReporter
eginning

today at noon, mem-

;oftheSeattle University cam-

puscommunity willparticipate in a
juice fast to promote the closureof

the School of the Americas.

shyofa decision toclose the school.
The organization SOA Watch,
founded by Father Roy Bourgeois
in 1990, seeks to close the SOA
through vigils, fasts, demonstrations, nonviolent protest and media

and legislative work.

Those at SU participating in this
nationwidejuicefast willbeblessed
today at noon in the quad by a
Native American womanfrom the

NowlocatedatFort Benning,Ga.,
the SOA hasbeen inexistence since Tahoma Indian Center.
Fasters can choose to fast for a
1946 and is a combat school run by
the U.S. Army designed to train period of one day up to the entire
Latin American men to be better two weeks.They plan to be visible,
wearing name tags with the days
soldiers.
Many of its graduateshave been featured country and also carrying
involved in serious human rights petitions for students to sign for
violations. WhiletheSOA doesnot representatives to vote on House
advertise as a combat training bill 732 and Senate bill 873. The
school, it offers courses such as fasters hope to collect 1000 signa"Combat Arms Officer," "Battle tures by the end of the fast.
The fast ends on April 19 with an
Staff Operation" and "Commando

interfaith serviceconducted by Father Bill Bichel, SJ at noon followed by a marchdownto theFederal Building at 1 p.m.
One hundred crosses are being
In the 1989 murders ofsix Jesuit made to create a graveyard on the
Priestsand two women, 19ofthe26 Union Green to symbolize those
officers involved were also gradu- who have been vicitims of SOA
graduates.
ates of the SOA.
Anyonecanparticipatein the fast,
People who support the SOA argue that it is helping promote de- but should first check with their
mocracy inSouth America.
doctor if they have ongoing health
The senate is currently ten votes considerations.

Expand your horizons
Seattle University study abroad programs
"

■
"-.
you considered
Have
a spring/
summer study course?
Find out more from a study abroad
advisor x 5380, Casey 314.
-I

I

Course."

During the 1980 civil wars inEl
Salvador, many of the members of
the notorious death squads were
graduates of the SOA.

The Spectator

Austria
Be|ize
china
England
France
Germany
Greece
India

Ireland
French-in-France
Latin American Studies
German Area Studies
ReciprocalExchanges

Consortial Programs
Summer Programs
Albers School ofBusiness
VolunteerPrograms
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Israel
Italy
Japan

Mexico
Turkey
Nepal
Nicaragua

Tibet

*

For more information contact International Studies, Casey 3rd floor, (206) 296-5380
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New Office of Student Financial Services opens
Controller, Financial Aid, Student Employment offices joinforces
Amy jenniges

student is bounced from one office

to another," White said."We will beable to deal
with each financial situation more holistically, which will result in the answers to
questionsbeing handled in one place."

News Editor

Studentscan look forwardtoone-stopshopping forall of their Seattle University finanThough there willbe more offered at the
cial needs and questions in the fall.
The Controller and the Financial Aid and same number of windows, White does not
Student Employment offices merged on forsee a problem with a longer wait for serMarch 15 to become the Office of Student vice.
Financial Services.
"Other organizations that have undergone
The move was prompted by requests for similar reorganizationshave found that the
convenient service to students and parents lineshave decreased," White said.
with financial questions.
The structural merge of the offices hap"Any questions about money can all be penedlast month, and a physicalmerge will
taken care of at one window," said Danette
Sullivan, Assitant Provost of Enrollment.
In the past, student accounts were taken
care of at the Controller in the University
Services Building, and other financial services were handled upstairs in a seperate
office with seperatemanagement.
The newoffice willhave one centraldirector, Jim White, formerDirector ofFinancial

"We will eliminate the situation where a

occur this July. Customer service will be
located inthe current Controller's office, and
support staff will be housed upstairs in the
current Financial Aid and Student Employment office.

No staff members were lost in the merge.
Three associate directors were appointed
to help manage the office.Donna Bonn, Jordan Grant and Suzanne Kouatly will assist

Services hopes to offer services24 hours a
day, seven days a
week.

"We aremoving toward a time when we
willdeliverservices on
the WorldWide Web,"
Sullivan said.
The hope is that student accountsandregistration will be
availibleonline by fall

2001.
"What we hope to

avoid [with themerge]
is many of the frustrationsa studentandparent feels when theycan
onlyrecieve partof the

information when they
make acontact," White
said."I expect the stu-

White.
dents and parents will
Ultimately the Office of Student Financial be delighted."

The Controller windows willsoonoffer expandedfinancial services.

Rough sports damage Union Green's turf
Nicole Gyulay

Staff Reporter

baseball or workingon a tan.
Morris worries that students will
not be able to enjoy the field for

Many students may not be aware these types of activities if it is torn
that playing soccer and football on up by those playing more active
theUnionGreen ruins the field and sports.
makes it unfit for itsintendeduses.
"Ifpeople want this to be a nice
Ciscoe Morris, Manager of field that can be enjoyed for relaxGrounds and Landscaping at Se- ing and all that, then a decision

...

att\e \_Sv\weYs\Yy, vranls students to needsto be made," Morris said."If
be aware that the Union Green is peoplerunon it,especiallyin cleats,
not made to be a sports field.
that field is just going to look like
"People havebeen playing foot- hell."
II on it or soccer with cleats and
Union Green's soil is made of
things, and thatfield is not madefor clay, whichhas very few air pockthat,"Morris said.
ets through which rainwater can
Studentsplaya leisurelygameoffrisbee last week on the Union Green in the rareSeattle sun,
TheUnionGreen is designed for drain.
students toenjoy as a place torelax
This makes the drainage in the activity.
and turn the fieldinto an expanseof is going to destroy the little bit of
and engage in activities such as field very poor, and the roots of the
Wearing cleats,running orjump- inhospitable muck.
structure we've been able to build
picnicing, throwing a Frisbee or grass cannot withstand any rough ing around on the grass will killit
"Anything that digs into the soil out there," Morris said. "We've
spent a lotof money and time trying
to fix it, and there's only so much
moneyIhave to throw down a black

«

SUE NAEF SCHOLARSHIPS
APPLICATION DEADLINE: 14 APRIL
FORMS AVAILABLE: OFFICES OF THE DEANS (A&S, ASBE,
MRC & NURSING), STUDENT DEVELOPMENT, & HONORS
Awarded to eligible upper level undergraduates at SeattleUniversity who have demonstrated
excellence in academics & a commitment to service and leadership.

BENEFITS:
♥Need based scholarship grant
♥$900 Seattle University Bookstore allowance
♥Participation in group activities during award year
Interested: Ask an advisor or faculty member, pick up an application, or contact David
Madsen, Naef Moderator,in Casey 123 or via e-mail at dmadsen(£>seattleu.edu
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hole."
According to Morris, just one
football game could cause damage
that wouldcost thousandsofdollars
to fix.
Many studentsthink that thefield
is meant to be for soccer and football as wellas for other, less strenuous activities.
Morris affirms that it cannot be
used for both, and students must
take ituponthemselves todecide on
solutions to the problem.
Possible solutions to this probleminclude spending anexorbitant
sum of money on improving the
field's drainage system,having students vote as to how they want to
use the field, or simply prohibiting
playing sports on the field.
Morris believes that the field is
bestsuited tobe aplace torelax and
enjoy the sun when it comes out.
One requestfromMorrisfor those
out enjoying the sun: "Don't feed
my dog!"
Morris would also like students
to noticeand enjoy the wildlifegardenin thenorthwestcomerof Union

Green.
This garden was designed to attract a wide variety of wildlife including hummingbirds, squirrels
andexotic insects.
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ASSU hears possible
printing fee proposal

SECURITY RETORT

AMY BARANSKI
StaffReporter

JIM RENNIE

other alternatives to solving the
problem of escalating waste and

printingpaper and toner.
Students' ideas mainly concentratedon making students aware of
the problem and trying to change
the wasteful behavior without imposing a fee.
When on-lineelectronicresources
were introduced to the library in
1996 there were no known problems ofexcessiveprintingand waste
was kept down.
At that time the library was experimenting with promoting and
introducing student use of those
resources.
"Initially we treated these resources as experiments or pilot
projects," Popko said.
Popko explained that each department had an implicit decision
notto putbarriers between students
and student use of the on-line resources.
But since then, increasing resources led to unrelated webactivity, rising waste and ill-disciplined
use of printing out documents.
about.
"It's a fuzzy line when informaHowever, Popko not only sees tion can be educational or recreuncontrolled printing as a financial ational Ithas to be self policed.
issue but also as an issue of equity. We don'tbuy students exam books
"Ithink it's possible to view our or book bags wecharge them if
current practice as unfair to some theyphotocopy,"Popko said.
students," Popko said.
Presently the library and labs are
He says that students whodo not absorbing the costs of excessive
find free resources through cqm- printing. The library's costs for
puters have to go to print journals keeping up subscriptions to print
and pay the fee for photocopying. journals,microformsandelectronic
Popko approached VP of infor- resources roughly increases from 5
mational services, Virginia Parks, to 15 percent every year according
with his concerns about uncon- to Popko.
The library's budget is squeezed
trolled printing several years ago.
Parks admitted that the same prob- to meet this demand. This means
lemexistedinthe campuscomputer that in order for the library tokeep
labs.
those subscriptions, fewer books,
Since then they workedtogether videos and other educational reto create a proposal that entails sources are bought.
"What we want is something that
chargingstudentsfor printerpaper.
In the proposal, the charging does notlead to wasteful practices,"
would begin next fall and would Popko said.
affect students simultaneously camThe library wants to know how
pus wide.
you feel. They ask that you visit
Students would be able to store their website thismonth and fill out
money for printingin a special ac- a survey about your experiencesat
counton their campusone card.
the library.
ASSU urged Popko to look at
costs for

ASSUofficers challenged a proposal to charge students campus
widefor printingpaperatlast night's
ASSU meeting.
The Information Technology
Policy Committee is trying tomake
a collaborative approach between
students, staff and faculty to resolve the waste and rising costs of
the current campus uncontrolled
printingpractice.
John Popko, University Librarian and spokesman for the ITPC
explainedthat inhis opinionlibrary
users tend to print out information
without evaluating it first.
"It's my hypothesis thatstudents
don'ttake thetimetoevaluate.They
justprint andrun and when they do
evaluate the document they find
that they don't want or need it,"
Popko said.
What results from this printing
anddiscardingisanamountof waste
thatis doublingannual supply bills
at a rate that Popko is concerned

...

...

Contest to name
the new eateries
A contest to name the dining areas in the new Student Center was
announced this week by the Office
for Student Development. Scheduled to openinSeptember of 2002,
the center will house a "servery"
and a "bistro."
The "servery," which has a capacity of 469, willbe located onthe
second floor of the StudentCenter.
It will be the main dining roomon
campus, offering breakfast, lunch
and dinner.
With a capacity of 140, the "bistro" willfeature espresso, pastries,
sandwiches,soups andwood-burning pizzaoven.Located onthe third
flooroftheStudent Center,the "bistro" willbe a place for night-time
entertainment and offer late night
7

refreshments for students.
The name for each new eatery
shouldhavea unique theme thatcan
be carried out in its design. Architectural plans for both the "bistro"
and the "servery" can be found on
display boardspostedoutsideCasey
Commons, Columbia Street Cafe
and theCampus Assistance Center.
Entries for the contest are due
April 14 in suggestion boxes outside the current campus eateries or
they
can
be sent to
studentcenter@seattleu.edu. Suggestions should specify which area
is beingnamedandinclude thename
and contact number of the person
entering the contest. Winning entries will receive prizes.

Staff Reporter

HEART ATTACK

It was later learned the

suspect

was attempting to steal a lap top
computer and other items

from the
residence hall room when he was
discovered.

OnMarch27,at12:30p.m.,CamFALSE ALARM 1
pus Public Safety responded to a
call from Sullivan Hall, where a
On March 30, CPS staff recampus community member was
found having a possible heart at- spondedtoa firealarmcoming from

tack.
A Seattle Fire Department
Medical Unit was dispatched
to the scene, and the victim
was transported toa localhosTHEFTAITEMPT 1
At 1:30 a.m. on March 28,
CPS staff came upon a mdividual attempting to steal a

motorcycle in the 11th & E.
Marion parking lot.
After detaining the suspect,
CPScontacted the Seattle Police Department,who took the
suspect into custody.

THEFT ATTEMPT 2
A student left her Campion Hall
roomunattended andher door ajar
for a few minutes on March30.
When the student returned, she
foundanunknownmalein theroom,
who claimed to be a friend of her
roommate.
The suspect left, and the student

informed CPSof the situation. The
man waslater caught by CPS, who
called the SPD. The police responded and took the suspect into
custody.

Bellarmine Hall.
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MISCHIEVIOIJS
RELLARMINE
From March 27 to March 30,
there was a rash of four malicious
mischief reoprts from a single
BellarmineHall floor,
Damage was done to elevators,

floor halls and restrooms by the
vandals.
Thedamageis beingdocumented by CPS and followupreportssent toResidential
Lifeforfurther investigation.

""»«""

■

REMINDER
The campuscommunity is
remindedthatCPS now displays an open crime log out-

side of their offices in the
University Services Building.
The logincludes the dates
and times on whichincidents
occursand the current status
of every incident,happening
When they arrived, CPS deter- on or around campus, reported to
mined the alert had been a false CPS.
alarm, caused by items hitting a
The log is available for public
roomalarm sensor.
inspection 24 hours a day and will
be updated within48 hoursof a new
FALSE ALARM 2
crime reportora changein anexisting case's status,
Campuscommunitymembers are
to
a
responded
security
CPSalso
sounding
encouraged
the
to use the logas a tool
Connolly
alarm
in
Center onMarch 30.
It was determinedthat the alarm
had been caused by a new
maintainence employee, who was

to increase awareness of campus
crime,

Information inSecurityReport is

unfamiliar with Connolly Center's providedby the Seattle University
security system.
Departmentof Public Safety.

abound campus,,,

MollyMcCarthy

StaffReporter
School of the Americas: Shut it down!
Throughout the next two weeks, students on campus willbe participating ina fast todemand that the U.S.
governmentclose the US Army School of the Americas.For moreinformation on how to participate in oncampus activities, contact Robert Rivers at thedon@seattleu.edu.
English professor gives birth
Nailini Iyer,an associateprofessor of English, gave birth to a daughter onMarch 3.The baby has been
named Geethanjali Lakshmi, and both Iyer and daughter are doing well.
Soup with Substance
Sound Vision organizerGaryMcNeil willspeakon "Fiefdom,Plantation,orCommonwealth: Living in
Puget Sound in 2000" on Thursday, April 6, at noon in the Casey Atrium. He will discuss the emerging
economy in Seattle.
Poetry reading
Gary Gildner willreadhis poetry onThursday, April13 from 3:30p.m.to 5 p.m.in Wyckoff Auditorium.
Gildner is the author ofeight booksof poetry and three of fiction, and won thelowa PoetryPrize in 1996.
This event is sponsored by the Creative Writing Program.

Learn to use the weight room!
Haveyou always wonderedwhat todo with those machinesin Connolly?Instructorand personaltrainer
Carol Lorenz will give a free introduction to the various cardio and weight machines in Connolly Center
on Wednesday, April 26 from 12:05 to 12:55 p.m.
Bookstore consultant visits campus
A book store consulting firm will visit campus to gather information regarding the Seattle University
Book Store operations and services on April 17, 18 and 19.On Tuesday, April 18, 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., a
table will be set-upin the Student Union Building first floor. Students are encouraged to stop by and give
their feedback, oryou cansendwrittencommentsvia e-mailat bookstore@seattleu.edu. Written comments

will be accepted through April 20, 2000.
Put youreventin thiscolumn bye-mailingMollyMcCarthy atmcubed@seattleu.edu. All the coolpeople
are doing it.
7
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Help is stillneeded for
flood victims
People were living in

trees

and battling rapidly spreading disease.

Pictures of theseMozambicanfloodvictims dominated the front pages of
our newspapers and the first minutes of nightly newscasts when floods
struck in February. As the flood waters recede, Mozambiquehas fallen

from themedia's attention— andconsequently,from theworld'sattention.
But Seattle University students and faculty are determined that the
victims of Mozambique'sflood do not go forgetten. At theurge of several
SU faculty and students, a fund has been established to raise money for
Mozambique.Themoney willgo toFatherMike Schultheis,SJ,an Oregon
Province Jesuit teaching in Mozambique.
When the floods began,emergencysupplies and aid quickly camefrom
nations around the world. But with media attention dwindling, the aidhas
decreased. It has decreased at a time whenthe people need it most.
We gave aidand shelter as flood watersrose,but now that those waters
are receding, we have abandonned the Mozambicans. We have not
recognized the fact that now that the emergency is over, Mozambicans
must begin recovery and redevelopment of theirnation.
For this recovery, they still need our aidand support. The funds raised
atSU willgodirectly toredevelopment, towardhelping the people become
self-sufficient once again.
SUhas a strongconnectionto Africa. Students, faculty and staff had the
opportunity to listen and meet former South African president Nelson
Mandela,his wife University ofCapeTownChancellorGrac,a Macheland
ArchbishopDesmondTutu during their recent visits to campus.But more
importantly, we need to start understanding ourplace in society as a part
of a global community one that is connected with even the poorest
nations in the world.
So you went toyour favoritecoffee shopthis morning and gotesspresso.
Nowconsider Mozambique, acountry where thepercapita annualincome
is $152. That $3 you spent this morning could go a long way in
Mozambique;it could go toward helping people rebuild their lives and
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radio station
Seattle University has always been proud to encourage and support
students who wish to createorganizations that fit theneeds and interests
of their peers.Thestudentsinvolvedin the creationofKSUB sawa student
interest in providing the campus with new music selected by students and
for students to learn moreabout the broadcastingfield. Thoughnot much
administrativesupport was given, the students found resourceful ways to
meet thebasic needs of running a radio station.
Without the promiseofany compensation,the students worked to build
the mostdependable source forentertainment andinformation on campus
they could.
Still not completely recognizedfor allof theiraccomplishments,KSUB
has not given any thought to those who say "nobody is listening," and
"nobody cares." The djs and staff memberscare enough to giveup many
hours a week tokeep the heavy burden of a radio station going quarterafter
quarter.

KSUB has alwaysoperated not under stiflingphilosophies or technical
mandates, but functioning moreas a collective, allstaff membershaving
an equal say in operations. In asking the administration for help funding
better equipmentand paidpositions tokeepexpanding andcreatingamore
professional atmospherein the station, the administration responded with
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Does your toilet
flush?
Jim

allow the use ofstatistical sampling

Rennie

Americanpoor,thebill was stopped
dead bycongressionalrepublicans.
This history makes itall the more
ironic and galling whenthe republicans, the same party that wants to
raise our military budget by billions, is suddenlyprotecting the average citizen from the prying eyes

Spectator Columnist
There's been some talk in the
media lately about this year's census.
For those of you who failed high
school civics, let me remind you
that the constitution requires the
government to hold a census every
10 years, counting every U.S. citizen living here and abroad.
Most households are required to
fill out a briefformstating the number of people living in that home,
along with some demographic information.Onein
six households
receive the long
form, which asks
over 50 questions.
Republicansin

Congress have
lately been voicing their displeasure with the long

bodily functions when it fits their
needs.
I'm sure you'veall seen by now
the census commercials on TV
which entreat everyone to turn in
their forms, or all our schools will
become overcrowded and our
houses will burn because our fire
departmentswillhave no money.
While Idoubt the extreme message these commercials send, I'm
happy to tell the governmentabout
my toilet situation if it somehow
helps decide government funding

in the 2000 census, to better estimate the traditionallyunder-counted

of the evildemocrats and theircensus questions.

Ifpolitical motives don't impress
you, just look at it froma practical
point of view. The governmentalreadyknows howmuchmoney you
make, where you go to college,
where you live and how much
you've saved for retirement. It's
hardly fair to claim "invasion of
privacy" when they want to know
whereyougopee-

...

The census commercials on TV
entreat everyone to turn in theirforms,
or ... our houses will burn because our
fire departments will have no money.

census forms,
claiming it is an invasion of privacy.
And the question republicans
asset
a
Unfortunately,becoming
valuable
to SU.
valuable asset demands
most
often take offense at? "How
equipment
compensation
those
who
10-15
workable
and
for
dedicate
many toilets does your household
hours per week toward improving the station.
What theadministration needs to realize is thatthe potential for greater have that flush?"
For most Seattle University stucommunity and empowerment for students is available through campus
dents
the answer is likely to be,
radio.These opportunities cannotberealized with theconditions in which
KSUB continues to operate. There is risk in every investment, but an "one" or "who cares?" not "how
investment intoSU radiois one that maybe the link the campus needs to dareyouask mehow many toilets I
join all students together under one vehicle for communication and have!"
Ifail to see how knowing about
learning.
my sanitary situation is aninvasion
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of ofmy privacy.Ialsodoubtthe toilet
question raises republican ire beSteven P. ford, Katie Ching, SaraChristensen cause their
party is so pristine that
and Sonia Ruiz. Signed commentaries reflect
they are above discussing bodily
the opinionsof theauthorsand notnecessarily
functions. As seen in the Clinton
thoseof TheSpectator, Seattle university or and Lewinsky proceedings,republicans are capable of discussing
its student body.
hesitancy. ViewingKSUB's loose atmosphere and "alternative" activities, administration thought that they could not afford to help KSUB
financially since, as of yet, KSUB has not shown themselves to be a

i

(An important questionfrom Census 2000)

theirhomes.SUisn't asking for anenourmous financialcontribution from
eachindividual. The university is askingfor whatever youcan give— even
if it is the $3 you were going to spend on coffee, that money willhelp to
rebuildthe livesof a peopleravagedby flooding, war and disease.

Support your local
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pee.
And like on
those censuscommercials, if filling
out one question

about your toilet
means your city

might get more
federal money to
upgrade pipe and

sewer systems.

policies.

why not answer it? It's not like the
Why should thecensus evencare CIA is going to hide a listening
about my toilet flushing?My guess devicein your 2000 Flushes Blueif
isthat the toilet question helps gov- you do, as some paranoid types
ernment bureaucrats understand might have you believe.
poverty levels beyond incomelevThe census is a duty of the govels alone.
ernment that is writtenin theconstiKnowing not just how much a tution, right up there with freedom
neighborhood makes on average, of speech and assembly. Congress
but how manybasic amenitiessuch needs to stop the infighting over
as toilets they have probably helps minordetails and get on with their
the Department of Housing and jobs.
Urban Development plan their asThank god this onlyhappens evsistance programs.
ery 10 years. Otherwise Imight
Republicans havea history of try- have to write about toilets more
ing to sabotage the democrats' at- often, and who wants that?
tempts to accurately count the
Jim Rennie is a juniormajoring
American poor.
history. His e-mail is
in
About a year ago, when demorenniej@seattleu.edu.
attempted
crats
to pass a bill to
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The eminent fall of Wall St.
Things are looking a lotlike 1929
ON THE TRADING ROOM FLOOR
manufacturers had retooled to domestic production and were beginning to open up new travel possibilities. Just think Lindbergh and
you get the spirit of the days.
Second wastheradio stocks.Most
Spectator Columnist
of the radio development was occurring within one company, the
Radio Corporation of America,
So stoprelying onthe forecastsof which was doubling in value about
sunshine. The forecasters are the everynine months.
ones selling the sunscreen.
Bothofthese areas,as well as the
The next scary fact is that this general euphoria, led to a speculaspeculative orgy is right in line with tive surge in prices that beat every
the 40 to50-year economic cycle of previous record. The chief source
the U.S. There have been
three previous boom/bust Hi
cycles that have been accurately recorded. The order is

Tom

Kelly

The stock market.
It has now reached the point
where the public thinks eternalupward progress is a mandate from
Godor a Constitutional Right. The
powers ofWall Street never rise to
contradict these merryillusions.But
the reality we face right now is
becomingeerily familiar.
The biggestproblem we face is
thatprofessional investors are staying silent.The flood of capital going into the securities market is
making the professionals rich,and
most are smart enough to shut up
and take the money.

1873 (ThePanic),1929 (The
Crash), and 1969 (Theend of
the Go-Goyears).

As Galbraith put it, "these
speculative episodes have

occurred at intervals throughout history, and the length of the of the capital entering the market
in The Great Crash, "Evenin such interval is perhaps roughly related wasloans floatedbybanks tospecua timeofmadness as the late twen- to the length of time that it takes for lators and brokers. The technique
ties, a great many men in Wall men to forget what happened be- they usedwas called"buyingon the
margin," whichwasessentiallygetStreetremained quitesane.But they fore."
The great fear is that 1929 will ting a loan, buying stock, waiting
alsoremained veryquiet. Thesense
of responsibility in the financial repeatitself.The causes ofthe 1929 fortheprice to rise,sellingthe stock
community asa wholeis not small. crash werebased in the speculative and keeping the difference. HunItis nearlynil.Perhaps this isinher- orgy that proceeded it.
dreds of billions of dollars were
First, there were two new areas of invested this way.
ent.In a community where the priAlso, thebrokers workedfor gimary concern is making money, technologicaldevelopmentthat had
one of the necessary rules is "live huge potential. The first was avia- gantic investment trusts (modern
andlet live."
tion.After thefirst world war,many equivalent of mutual funds) that
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Joe
Tynan
Spectator Columnist
Yup, it's been a while since

this little corner.
The only excuse Ican think of
right nowis thatIwasbusy.But,in
reality, Ijust couldn't muster the
self control to sit and write down
my thoughts. I
have abadhabit of
spreading myself too thinand then
expectingeverything toendup OK.
This rarelyhappens,but when it
does, it's pretty sweet.
However, Ican tell I'm not saying anything, soI
suppose I
should
do whatIintended todo, and that is
write down something pointless,
yet insightful.

The Spectator
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Pm one of those weird people
whowakes upat4 a.m.togorow for
the crew team (now, for all you
nonathletic types,justbare with me,
becauseI'mslowly windingmy way
to the end). If there is one thing I
havealwaysheardwhenit comes to
sports, it's that you need the right
mentality.
Inever really understood what
they meantuntiljustlast week, when
wewereat a regatta.WedidOK,but
Ifelt we could have done better.
Why?Because wedidn'thave the
right mentality.
What mentality?Well,Iguessit's
not "to win," or "to not come in
last," or anything even related to
competition.
It is to have completeconfidence

that your body will do what you
want it to, without worrying about
injury.
Sure, a lot of people are concerned about some old football injury from way back when, or that
pulled muscle from last week, etc.
But whenit comes down to it,when
youarein thethick of things,all you
need to do is be completely confident that you will do the best that
you can, and that things will be OK
if youjustlet yourbodydo the work
and your minddo the willing.
The body, as Ihave said in the
past,is aprettyamazing thing. Aside
from a mechanical wonder,itis also
the perfect follower. All you need
do is will your body to do something, and barring some major injury, it will happen (wow!).
Ourcoach is constantlytelling us
to relax,because we will perform
better if we do. Now, when Ifirst
heard this, Iwas rather confused,
since Ialways thought that if you
are doing something athletic, it
should require the use of your
muscles, and I
equate the word re-

computer

and communica-

ons industries.Thishas driven the

ilicon Valley explosion, but also
;rves toencouragespeculation,just

keradio and aviation did70 years
'O.

As an example, check out the
ebsiteforBlack LightPower.This
)mpanyclaims tohavediscovered
a new set of physical laws that has
allowed them to build a perpetual

motionmachine. Thisancient myth
has now raised some $200 million

in venture capital. Also, consider
the endless dot.com losses.Where's
the money coming from?
B Venture capital acquired
from security speculation.

It has now reached the point where the public
thinks eternal upward progress is a mandate
from God or a Constitutional Right. ~~

AsJohnKennethGalbraithwrote

you'veread acolumnfromme,and
I
feel a little guilty forit.So,before
continue, I
just want to apologize
I
forall thosewhoare avidreaders of

I)

allowed small investors to get in on
the action. So when the prices
dropped, the brokerage houses
ended up with stock worthlessthan
the loan they had taken out, and
went belly-up. Thus, the small
investor's money vanished. Welcome to the Great Depression.
We are livingina nearlyidentical
speculative surge. There areseveral
causes forthis trend.First, thecapital flight from Asian markets over
the last decadehas been primarily
into the U.S. Second, the baby
boomer generation is following a

This situation may look
good, but it's getting out of

control.
Theeconomic prosknow
that the bottom is going to
fall out of this madness

predictablepattern of wageinvestment in real property and stocks

sooner or later. At some
point, thebabyboomers must begin
to liquidate theirreal and security

through retirement

assets forretirement and the market

accounts

and

mutual funds. Third, stratospheric
consumer credit card debt has

willloseits speculative fervor, and
plunge. What we are livingin is a

as peoplespend money they don't

textbook case of speculation, and
every day it goes on willmake the

have.

crash that much worse.

Finally, the demobilization of
military research programs has
freed up thousands of engineers,
designers and other high-tech employees, whohavemovedenmasse

Tom Kelly is a third-year law
student. His e-mail address is
zarathustra@seattleu.edu.

boosted demand to unnaturallevels

(Scnm. ©oroß
lax with not using muscles. However, it's not like that.

It'sall mental.
Instead ofdealing with yourbody,
it's dealing with the knots of tension in your mind. It's no wonder
thattheraces are won at theend,not
forphysical endurance, which is of
some value, but for mental endurance.
Whoever has the most stubborn
mind-setand thegreatestconfidence

in this.
Yet, our society is built around a
foundation that cannothelpbut distract us with worry and stress, so
that we can't be fully confident in
our abilities, and we therefore are
miserable.
Maybe some people understand
fully what the problem is (notme),
but Ithink the rest of the world is
still pretty clueless. Most people
still think that wecan become happy
after we are miserable, and forget
that misery has abad habitof locking those who are miserable in a
downward spiral of worryand stress.
While we may want to behappy,
weneed torealize that weneed tobe
happy now, and to do that we need
to realizethatsometimes we should
just relax and let things go. Who
knows,weevenmight endup better
for it.

in their abilities, however meager,
will end up on top at the end.
Ithink that really only a few
people understand what this means,
and how it applies to all of us.
Everyone has reservations about
something. Sometimes Iwonder if
worrying was part of our genetic
makeup. Worry has this annoying
effect (at least in me): it makes me
very hesitant.
IfI'm worryingabout something,
itaffects everythingIdo and think.
Thisultimately ends upinmy being
distracted so thatIcan't do my best Joe Tynan is a juniormajoring in
in whateverit is that I'm doing.Call electrical engineering. Hise-mail
don'tthink I'malone addressiscaustic© seattleu.edu.
me crazy,butI
9
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Editor-in-Chief
In the earlymorning,KSUB news director
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back. One hand is tucked deeply into his
pocket, the other is clutched to the cigarette
held tightly tohis face, theremnants of which
are launched in a spinning, glowing arch to
the ash can at the base of the front steps.
Russert pauses momentarily at the CAC,
throwing the youngwomanbehind the counter
a toothy smile as he collectsnumerous pamphlets advertising campus activities. He
punches the elevator button and heads to the

Joshua Russerthurries toward the frontdoors
of the Student UnionBuilding. Looking like
somebeat cowboy in blue jeans,a black and
tan denim jacket, his bag hangs down from
his shouldersand slapslazilyagainst his hip
with each step.
Thismorning, his hair is moldedtohis head basement.
The dim light from a lamp inside the radio
with some styling product, cast down upon
with a rosy halo from the rising sun at his stationlightshis way to adoorway coveredin
stickers proclaiming the names of numerous
bands. In the office, he sits at the computer
and gleans news stories for the morning's
program. After selecting a few stories, he
heads into the booth. Under the dim lamp
light,Russertslips AC/DCintotheCDplayer
and after a few bars of "Stiff Upper Lip,"

forth the ideals that the campus radio station
wouldbea soundingpoint forallmembersof
the "Seattle University community (student,
faculty, administration, staff, alumni) can

more effectively and immediately interact
with one anotherabout matters that best express the educational goals of this Jesuit
University."

"Years back Seattle U. used to have short
wave radio, and that's the closest, to my
knowledge, that Seattle U. evergot toward
electronic communication/media [like]radio
media," saidFather Foster, "Soit just struck
me in 1994, when we began thinking about
this, that it was about time that we entered
intothe field andprovided thekind ofservice
that modern media offers, and to build up
student-based activity to give students experience in working in the media field, specifically radio."
From the get-go, the idea was to have the
slides his chair up to the microphone.
"Hello,Seattle University Thisis 89.1FM station run by students and that its mission
KSUB."
would be to reach out to all segments of the
university community that "live on or near
In the five years since the opening broad- campus." Ellen Hill, KSUB's first station
cast on 1330 AM, KSUBhasmade numerous manager,andMark Kordash, the first station
changes to their programming to become a engineer, werecrucialparts in thebirthofthe
more widelyacceptedpresence on campus. station. They wereresponsible for the hiring
These changes culminated in the additionof ofa staffand fortheinstallationofequipment

.

a micro-watt FM transmitter, installed just
before Spring break, which now allows the
station to reach out beyond their AM carrier
system.

donated to the school by KIRO-AM.
In the years since, KSUB has slowly expanded their AM carrier system to all three
campus residence halls. In the Fall of '98,
theystartedbroadcastingin the Chieftain, but
the majority of the campus was still deaf to

The idea for a campus radio station began
ing up low power FM bandwidths for nonin 1994 when Father John Foster, SJ, met
commercial,
community radiostations.This
Durand,
Stanglano
Ben
/ Photo Editor withDr. Hank
the Vice-Presidentof KSUB's voice.
was
in
to the largenumberofpirate,
response
begins
Development.
together
News DirectorJoshuaRussert
a
That is until this last year when the staff
They put
KSUB's Student
organization
church
and other noncommerprogramming day.
mission statement for the project, putting startedexploringthe possibility of attaining a
wanting
cial
stations
to have access to FM
micro-watt transmitterfor the FMband.The
is
largely
by conglomerwhich
dominated
Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) is consideringopen- ated, commercialstations.
The staff has since that time been doing

SU Bio: Jeffrey Chavez, KSUB Station Manager
Why didyou get involved with KSUB?
Jeff: Initially Idecided to attend SU because Iheard there was a radio station on
campus. Funny thing is, when Iwas talking
with an admissions counselor about the sta-

ming, including news,special events and the
opportunity for the campus to come down

extensive research into the FCC's regulaMB^^BBHHMHHHH|^HHIV s« lions. While theFCC has decided to goahead
t 4t''
with thelow-watt expansion,concern
HHHV
has been raised by larger radio
I
groups, such as the Naj[)T 1
tional Association ol
\ m
Broadcasters

Wi^^^^^

and spreadtheir message,KSUBcould func|Kt3r f-'j^^m
tion as more of a college radio station. The
M_
gift of collegeradioisthat itis not tethered to
B
tion, she had no clue ...ifthere wasa station a particularshoe,itshouldreflect thecampus
HL -""^|^^^P|>lH»t
on campus.In any event,Italked with some andthe community,allowingall voices equal Sf"fjL
people at Street Fair and signed up. Things opportunity.
&_"^jtt
progressed, and in the Spring of last year, I Ithink we have taken a step in that direc"►-"*
was asked to take over as StationManager. tion. We have implemented all genres of
music, including everything from jazz and
X'
3j
How wellhas your tenure as station matalk shows to speciality programming, such
nagergone?
as Thaipop music.But,youknow,I
think the
'■
Jeff: Ithink it has gone fairly well. Of thing lam most proud of is the fact that
M
course,coming intothe coldas I
did, without everyone involved with the station has had M?
&
*».
knowing any of the staff was kind of awk- theopportunitytomaketheirindividual voices
I
ward, but the first thing Iwanted to do was heard. The staff and the DJ's come from -M
pal
,ajj ■">■.%$:%
spend time with them individually and talk diversebackgrounds, and thereis adangerof |
Stevenp. ford /editor-in-chief
about what they thought of the station and the whole thing falling apart. There is an
what ideas they had for the upcoming year, element of respect involved here that has KSUBStation Manager Jeffrey Chavezcompiled everything and sort of went from allowedus all togrow as wellas a committhere. The first thingIthought we should do ment.
My philosophy is pretty simple: treat cv- What hasbeen the worst thing about
was to make KSUB more accessible to the
eryone
campus
surroundingcommunity,
entire
and
with respect and allow them to con- yourexperience?
understand,
tribute.
I
have learned a lot along the way * Jeff: Having to sit around and be patient,
From what I
the station had a
hadit
history of being a bit of a club, lacking in from the staff (especially Fr.Foster) and the Coming fromado ityourselfethic,ifI
diversity.Meaning,it wasa music only for- DJ's; in reality it is their station.I
only help my way,we wouldhavehad the FM up and
mat, whichcateredmore towardsthe alterna- them bringeverything tp fruition. I
don't feel running this pastsummer.OfcourseIunderlive sound. 1 thought that if we restructured theneed tohavemyhands ineverylittle thing stand the bureaucracy involved with being
the format and added speciality program- they are doing.
part ofthe campus, andIwaspulling my hair

"^

Tt
Dfc*wtiflflßHffiE
i^r~ 'iMMMfeI
T^|gHHM|

Mfv^^

'M

fi

''/'A

...
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out from time to time, but
seemedto work out.

it

Tire fact that we are operating off
$1200ayearis ratherfrustrating.We are
not yet in a position where we can ask for
more money, but Ithink that if everything
goes according to plan, in order for us to
continue to grow, we willneedmore money
but don't we a11... (laughter),
What has been thebest?

'

Jeff: Thebest thing about college radiois

'

at ltaces everyone involved to make it
work.Perhaps that is the best thing to come
out of this for me, watchingeveryone at the

station come together. The objective has always been to createa stronger voice for the
community, yes it doestake time,but Ithink
we are getting there.I
don't know, when we
were walking aroundtesting the transmission
of the FMsignal Icouldn't helpbut getalittle
choked up,ninemonths ofhard work,andwe
made it.
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Death Cab for Cutie
visits the SUB, and not for Taco Bell
Bryanbingold

jn*

Staff Reporter

-

It was 7 30 pm on Thursday March 30 and the
rnnarrontinn in the SI TR u/as opttinorpctl^cc Then from

the corner, the soundof the elevator drew their attention.

I

*r^ij I
Members of the Bellingham
- band Death
Cab For Cutie
R I

show in the
. "^P^ jlfcj
/''". '</""
rTTBII
Guitarist
/ A
1>"> '"v/" "Thursday.
'
Wa a ( eft> md Smger/
Chris
S^M "Nt *-*■ MIguitarist(below)Ben Gibbard.
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Making their entrance. Ben Gibbard and Chris Walla I
shyly walked to the front of the audience carrying two
ben Stangl^nd/photo editor
guitar cases. The first ever KSUB sponsored concert was IHj"^
SBh^Hßh^B^H
.^■■■■■■■■■■■l
about to begin.
"We weren't prepared to play in front of people," Gibbard said. MA," and "Company Calls I
"Soif anyone has any requests. ." His words weredrowned outby Epilogue" thebandhasreached
the volley of suggestions put forth from the crowd. It was sopho- new heights in sonic clarity.
more ChrisNewton's requestfor "YourBruise" from DeathCabfor
Walla's guitar work accen- ;
Cutie'sfirst releaseSomethingaboutAirplaness, that launched two tuates the tension inGibbard's I
\ w
/ I
members of Death Cab into a45 minute set that left Seattle lyrics. Most impressive is the
University students and members ofthe community in a quietawe. drumming/percussion work of 1
The membersof Death Cab wereat SU to promote their second Walla, Gibbard and Nathan
album on Barsuk Records, We Have the Facts and We're Voting Good. The songs are based |
■■fl*'^^^ ''
Yes, which was released a week earlier. "Ithink for new record, it around the guitar with the per% ",
definitely turned into 'my project.'" Walla said. "I got kindof cussion surrounding the songs.
defensive about it and maybe at the expense of the record. By the BassistNicholasHarmerblends
ft
time we got done with it, ithad been on the plate for fivemonths." his bass in and out. At close j
BBh^.
DeathCabis unique in that Wallahas recordedand produced all listen,one wonders ifHarmeris
of the band's albums to date and plans to keep on recording the evenplaying the same song, and the beautyof it is that he is not.
band's releases.When asked if thebandeverthought ofbringing in The bass is intertwined into the song, but seems to play it's own
an outside producer. Gibbard said "At this point there isno reason song,
to find another producer, Imeanif Chris is happy doing it."
Death Cab forCutie is aband that is ready to take the countryby
The new album shows promise and growth from 1998s Some- surprise, and if theykeepproducing albums like Something About
thing About Airplanes. With songs like "Title Track." "Lowell, Airplanesand We HavetheFacts and We're Voting Yes, they will.

.

I
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cro-watt FM transmission, which now makes
the broadcastavailable to the Murphy apartments and to offices around campus.
"[KSUB] is what Ihoped to have when I
movedto the apartments.I
was truly worried
at the beginningofthis year andlastyear that
Iwouldn'tbe able to hear KSUB anymore,"

said KSUB Loud rock Director Jason
Madrano. "I lived in the residencehalls for
three yearsand I
could always listen to it,and
—
now that Ican listen to it again, it's great I

(NAB), that increasing thenumberofslotson
the dial willonly create clutter on the air- love it."
Despite enthusiasmfrom someof the camTheNAB's chief concern is that new
io stations will create interference on al- pus community, KSUB is looking to expand
ready existing stations.Currently this argu- its listeningaudienceandoverallpresenceon
campus. While the staff looks to keeppushment is being wagedin congress.
ing
IftheFCCis successful withits attempts to
for an FCC license, they willalso have to
smaller,
community
deal with the continual problem of getting
open up the FM dial to
stations,
oriented
there willbe a mad scramble support fromthe SU community.
by groups to get permission to set up a low"Having the opportunity to DJ events
watt FM transmitter.Christian radio groups, throughout campus has been a wonderful
as well as high schools, and local govern- experience,itallows us to showcase our DJ's
StevenP. ford/ Editor-in-Chief
ments make up the majority of the hundreds as well as prove that we can be a valuable
faculty
KSUB
adviser Father John Foster,
ofpetitionersvying for thelimitedspaces that asset to organizations throughout campus, SJ, pauses outsidethe SUB.
could be opened in the Seattle radio market. suchas SEACand ASSU," saidStationManUntil theFCC makes its decision,areality ager Jeffrey Chavez, "As far as Iam confor low-powerFM, KSUB hasinstalled their cerned it is all about establishing relation- week events.
micro-watt transmitterin the hopes of giving ships throughout campus."
Thestaff hopestocontinue this momentum
more credibility to their petition.
Aspartofthatrelationshipbuilding, KSUB by hosting and deejaying events this Spring.
"We want to become an increasinglyim- has deejayedseveral campus events over the In the coming weeks, the station will host a
portant resource for the school. The goal past years including Quadstock, Street Fair fund raising barbecueandevery Wednesday
behind the [micro-watt]FMtransthere will bea DJ showcase
mitter and hopefully a FCC lin theUnion Green.
cense,is toincrease ourbroadcast
"DJ'swill beable to play
usic, showcase their
compatibles andallowSU tobuild
s lows, and advertise the
community over the airwaves,"
A,"saidBeatboxdirector
said Russert. "We're dealing
with a bigbureaucracy; we'll
Albert Maldonado.
KSUB is also looking to
have to continue to be pa-

t/es.

tient with the knowledge
that information is, and
should be free for all
people,not just the major
corporate providers."
As the waiting game
continues, KSUB is trying
to make the most of its
available resources. Between the 1330 AMcarrier
signal, which reaches the
residence halls and the
Chieftain, and the new mi-
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ofdedicationby the staffand thoseattending
the concert, the university will help KSUB
bring more bands to' campus. Wehave a few
radiointerviews already set up for the month
of April."
Russert is a\soIs workingto V»e\p students
get more out of the radio station. Last Fall,
Russert interviewed city council candidates
on the air. This type of programming will
continue in the next few months with scheduled interviews with city council members
Judy Nicastro and Margaret Pageler as well
as showsrevolving arounddrug and alcohol
awareness and coming Earth Day events.
The final quarter of this year will be particularly important for the station for the
futures ofboth theiron andoff campus ventures. While looking ahead, they also are
trying to keep the program healthy and ac-

f

First and foremost we can't get ahead of

selves bymaking unreasonable demands
administration and each other," said
Chavez. "We need to maintain the momentum and keeppushing forward. It reallyisall
respecting each others ideas and limabout
"
its
KSUB remains optimistic.
"One of the most impressive things that I
find in this current generation fat KSUB| is

how it's finallygelledtogether with the institutional dynamic," said Father Foster, "You
cansee soclearly at the meetingspeople have
assumed authority for their positions and
their responsibility for feedingback. And in
terms of institutional development, group
dynamics, and all the rest of that, that does
take a lot of time, and I'm just so pleased to
see how very, very wellthat organizational
has matured. It has really blosgain attention by bringing dynamic
"
bands to play on campus. somed.
Last week, the local band
The process of running the campus radio
eathCab for Cutie played station continues to present new challenges
the SUB to a crowd of and hopeful outcomes. The real test willbe to
a most 80 people,followed see if KSUB can truly make aname for itself.
s lortly after with a live in"It'sa pretty good idea to try toget more of
rview by HeadMusic Di- the campus involved. Ithink people want to
be part of [the radio station], they just don't
ctor BryanBingold.
"HavingDeathCabcome want to have to do anything extra," said DJ
SU was a milestone for Jonathan Lott.
t le station," said Bingold.
"Now that we're FM, they don't have any
"
-lopefully with this show excuses."
11
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American Psycho makes a
JEFF DORION
Arts & Features Editor
In Patrick Bateman's world, a
full course mealisn't followedwith
a good dish of creme brulee. It's

followed with a good beheading.
As the anti-heroof director Mary
Harron's new film American

April6, 2000

killmJ^V

prostitutes, butitis hardly enough
to shock

modern audiences.

cinema of

recent

violentbehaviorthat it was rejected
hy its original publisher. When it
was finally released to the public,
booksellers took it off prominent
displays and hidit onbackshelves.

.

times. Interest-

ingly, it is its use of humor that is ,
the most disturbing aspect of the
film.Ellis'snovelis a literaltelling

uncomfortable as it maybe, the fact
that theaudience laughsat the crime
enhances the senselessness of
Baleman's psychosis.
■^puse it is so minimalist and
BSm intentionally
plotless, American
Psycho relies on the strength of its
performers tocapturetheaudience's
attention. In a role originally intendedfor (andthankfully not given
to)Leonardo DiCaprio, rising star
Christian Bale delivers a powerhouse performance as thederanged
Batetnan.
Bale perfects the smarmy lingo
R and slick look of a New Yorkbusi■nessman, and manages to twist his
I
arrestinggood looks into the fright■eningface ofakiller. HisfinalmonoIlogue, in which he realizes there is
HR no exit frombothofhis sad lives,is
practically a revelation.
tfttaTThough she has only a few lines,
British stage actor Cara Seymour

J^lh2!^^J

Though the movie may not be
visually shocking, it is certainly
oneofthe mostunsettlingpiecesojjj

Psycho, Bateman lives a bizarre of events by Bateman; everything

double life: successful Wall Street
businessman by day, savvy serial
killer bynight. Basedon thecontroversialnovel by Bret Easton Ellis,
the filmlooks at theseemingly ideal
lives of the corporate elite of the
late 1980s, and scratches away to
reveal the dark world that lies underneath.
Most of the film's pre-release
buzzhas been on its portrayal of the
novel's graphic violence. Ellis's
book features such shockingly detailed descriptions of Bateman's

fe<&F\W*o3FMtrY®

dtfj

is said simply with little literary
embellishment.
Harron, however,brings out the

suberversive comedy in the novel
to center stage.Theaudience

finds

themselveslaughingthrough most

—

of the film's scenes, even the
bloodiest ones anditsentirelyap-

propriate.
Theshallow worldofEllis'sWall
Streetis filled with misogynist men
and empty-headedwomen,and the
mostimportantissueoneveryone's
minds is how the newest gourmet
restaurant got reviewed. Everyone
is so similarthatidentitiesareconstantly mistaken. As Bateman
seethes, "I just want to fit in."
Harron also uses humor to ac-

centuate Bateman's complete lack
of a sense ofgood andevil.Hekills
people by habit, and only sets his
potential victims free when their
ing most of Bateman's executions humanity arouses any emotion. In
onebrilliant scene,Bateman axesa
up to the viewer'simagination.
certainly
There is
a fair amount fellowbusinessman while contemgore,
especiallyduring
of
a particu- plating the artistic worth of Huey
lavly intense scene involving two Lewis's "Hip to be Square." As

amazing subtlty as the

Hpomed prostitute Christie.

It would be virtually impossible

for the film torecreate Ellis's violent descriptions. Instead, the film
showsrelatively littleviolence,leav-

|>|

W..

.^jjj

What
Meymour communicates by simply
(ptting ona couch is more than most
actors can communicate with a
Shakespearean monologue.
Samantha Mathis is a surprise as
drugged-out Courtney Rawlinson.
She delivers her lines with painful
desperation,andherfinalscenewith
Batemandeliversthemovie's strongest statement of waste.
Also contributing good, though
notextraordinary,performancesare

Reese Witherspoon,JaredLetoand
Chloe Sevigny.
Kudos to .m director Andrew
Steam for making the films sets as
sterile and icy as the characters

themselves. Bateman's

apartment

is a gaping white space, and its
bright appearancemirrors the slick
facadeofBatemanhimself.

The film wisely chooses not to
dwell on its period setting. Unlike
recent trends in Hollywoood movies,AmericanPsychodoesnot litter
thescreen withtongue-in-cheek80s
references. Aside from fashion and
clunky stereo equipment, the film
might as well take placenow. This
is no accident. Though the 1980s
may be remembered as a decadent
era ofeconomic growth, the film's

amoral herdofbusinessmen are not
unlike today's corporate community.
Essentially, American Psycho is
a modern-dayMacbeth,a testament
to the emptiness of human existence. Its characters are obessessed
with outer appearances that serve
only to conceal inner emptiness.

Thefilmpresentsaworldinwhich
a serial killer can disappear into a

seemingly elite society, and even
when hebegs tobe exposed,noone
listens. As Ellis chillingly summarizedinhis book'sfinalwords, there
is no exit,
photocourtesylions Gate Films

Here's Your Chance
to Help Name the Food Service Locations
in the New Student Center!

winereatPr^ify^S^ioni^hose

ml

The Servery This area will offer breakfast, lunch and dinner and will be the main
dining room on campus with a capacity of 469.

The Bistro'- This area will feature espresso, pastries, sandwiches, soups, a wood
burning pizza oven, and will be on the third floor with a capacity of 140. The Bistro
can offer a place for entertainment at night and an after hours location for
„B
, _
. _. „,.
late night
refreshment.
students to get
73
3
Cafe,

..

Look for Suggestion Boxes in The
The Cheiftain, your Residence Hall and
other areas on campus.
H

Suggestions / Contest Entry Form

! "Servery":

! "BiStro":
12

;

Name:
Address:

|

Phone:

|
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'King <fiebley *F>eisns *\t "The 'Rep

JESSICA KNAPP

KingHedley.

The posters read: "Rule one:
neverletthem push youdown. Rule
two: fight back."
These advertisements are for
August Wilson's newest play,King
Hedley 11, which tells the tale of
King, a young man living with his
wifeandmother in a poorneighbor-

Wilson is widely recognized as
the premiere African-American
playwright. Hisplays chronicle the
black experience in 20th century
America, each focusing on one decade of the period.
Wilson's unapologetic commitment to this goal creates somecontroversy for him. He not only casts

Hedley.
A mix of rap and blues plays
least one
difference in his before the play begins,but there is
very little music in the play iteslf.
writing style.
Most
of Despite this lack of music. King
Wilson's other Hedley thrives,
focus
IntypicalSeattleRepertorystyle,
plays
around music to the set for King Hedley is incredsome degree.For ible. Scenic designer David Gallo
example, in Joe successfully recreates two houses
Turner's Come in a crime-ridden, run-down secand Gone, each tion of Pittsburgh,
Adding to the effect of the set,
character must
findhisorherown sound designer Rob Milburn impressively uses background noises
song.
Maybebecause to make the stage feel like an innerKingHedley is so city neighborhood,
King Hedley II is a powerful
modernand Wilsonis not as com- play, and on par with the quality of
fortable working Wilson's other masterpieces. Sewith the music of attle currently has the unique opthe 80s as he is portunity to see it before the rest of
shift in time ere-

some of the ways it connects to

Copy-Editor

ates at

hoodof Pittsburgh.
black actors in the black roles he
King'spast is filled with painand writes,he alsorequiresblack direc—
hate hehaslost thelove of hislife tors, producers,etc.
and spent several years in jail for
For Wilson, no one else could
homicide.
understand the black experience
While strugglingtosupport them- well enough to communicate his
selvesand theirfamilies in a not-so- plays.
quaint neighborhood, King and his
While it puts him at the center of
best friendMister begin selling hot someheated debates, this commitreferigerators.
ment is a large part of what has
Life becomes more complicated made Wilson such a worthy playfor King when his wife Tonya, wright, who so accurately reaches
played beautifully by Ella Joyce, the scope ofemotionsand describes
King(TonyTodd)andElmore(CharlesBrown)duke
discovers she is pregnant with a the lives of his characters.
child she does not want tokeep for
Wilson's plays combinethebest it out.
fear of making the same mistakes of modern theatre— urgent and un—
shehas already made withher now apologetic messages with some
—
teenagedaughter.
of the greattechniques of thepast
Long-buriedsecretsand tensions Dickensian endings where he pulls
rise to thesurface when anoldfriend allof hisrich symbolism togetherin
of King's mother, Ruby comes to one dramatic final scene.
town.
But Wilson's style is alsodefiniLike most Wilson plays, King tively his own. He is a brilliant
Hedley is carriedbyemotional dia- story-teller and a master ofrealistic
logue.Thismakestheplay demand- dialogue. His plays run rich with
ing for the actors,but the cast of this imagery and thick withsymbolism.
worldpremiereproductionperforms
The metaphoric content ofan Auamazingly well. Marlene Warfield gust Wilson play is so high that

workingwithjazz
and blues, music

the country,

doesnotplaylarge

worldpremiere production of King
Hedley //runs through April 8.

part

in King

TheSeattle Repertory Theatre's

While TIAA-CREF

as Ruby and Russell Andrews as
Mister are particularly impressive.
Tony Todd alsodoes well with the

some of it is bound to go over the
headof eventhe most experienced

difficult title role.

appeal: Youcan'tgraspit all in one
sitting. Wilson avoids the easy and
obvious.
Wilson's latest play is no excep-

Set in 1985, KingHedley is in
many ways a sequel to Wilson's
Seven Guitars, which is set in the

theatre-goer. But that's part of the

1950s and chronicles the few days

tion to this rule.If you plan to see
the play, which runs a surprisingly
precede themurderof one ofthem. comfortable threehoursand 15 minKing is the son ofHedley, anenig- utes, schedule timeto sgo tocoffee
matic and sometimes threatening afterwards to talk yourself out of
character in Seven Guitars.
confusion.
King Hedley is the most modern
Audiencemembers familiar with
plays so far.This
ofallofWilson's
surprisedwith
Seven Guitarswillbe
in the lives of seven friends that

invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this today.
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With over $250 billion in assets< we re the worlds

investments worktwice as hard.

lar9est retirementcompany and the leading choice

two strategies, we have two ways to seek out
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TIAA-CREF delivers impressive results like these by

In our equity accounts, for example,we combine

coming
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EXPENSE RATIO

Combine this with our low

on America's campuses. If that sounds good to

I

expenses and you'll see

you,consider thisnumber 1 800-842-2776. Calland

how TIAA-CREFstands apart

find out how TIAA-CREF can work for you today

fromthecompetition.

and tomorrow.
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The Spectator presents:
JESUIT BASEBALL CARDS!

STATS!*

READ THE
MARVEL AT THE PICTURES!
PRAY FOR YOUR SOUU
COLLECT THEM ALL!
The Spectator

1.Theinvestment results shownfor the CRLF variable annuity reflect past performance and are notindicative of future ratesof return. These returnsandthe valueof the principalyou have invested will fluctuate, so the shares you ownmay be more or less thantheir original price upon redemption. Foreign stock markets are subject to additional
risks from changingcurrency values, interest otes. government regulations,andpolitical andeconomic conditions.2.TIAA-CREF expenses are subject to changeand are not
guaranteedforthe future.3.Souree:Morningstai,lnc.12/31/99, tracking 279 worldstock mutual funds.TIAA-CREFIndividual andInstitutional Services,Inc.distributes CREF certificatesand interestsin theTIAA Real Estate Account.TeachersPersonal Investors Services, Inc.distributes the variable componentof the personalannuities,mutual funds and
tuitionsavings agreements.TlAAandTIAA-CREF Life
Co. issue insurance andannuities.TlAA-CREFTrust Company,FSB provides trust services.Investment productsare
notFD*c insured,maylot* valueandare notbank guaranteed. Formore complete informationonCREF, includingcharges andexpenses,call 1800642-2776, ext.5509,(or
the prospectus.Read it carefullybefore youinvest or send money.O 2000TIAA-CREF 1/00.
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Softball plays well vs. league's top foes
DREW HERDENER
Staff Reporter

uedits season during spring break at the Sun
WestTournamentinOrange,Ca. After start-

tEver

sincethe final outofthe 1999 Softball
ason, the Redhawks have been hard at
ark,conditioning their bodies andsharpeningtheir skills. Inhissecond year at thehelm
of the team.Coach JimGentleman saw to it
that his team would be physically and mentally preparedforthis season.Notonlyarethe
Redhawks in the midst of just their third
seasonas a varsity sport and their first at the
NCAA Division II level, but they are up
against a slewof opponentsfrom thenation's
toughest league, the Pacific West Conference.
"I know, and the team knows, that the

PacWest is the best in the country at the
Division IIlevel. Humboldt State, Western
Washington and Simon Fraser are extremely
talented teams, and the rest of the league is
not far behind," Gentlemansaid."Don' tcount
us out though. We may be young and lack
some numbers, but if we stay healthy and
play as a unit, we willhave avery successful
Gentleman's pre-season predictions were
correct, as his team continues to build what
promises to be a successful season. Although
the team is in themidst of a slump witha 7record, the team looks good overall.
Seattle got off to a blazing start at the

Ii

:ntral Washington Spring Invitational in

Richland with
' a 3-2 overallrecord, knocking

off St.Martin s,Western Oregonand tourney
host CWU. TheRedhawksgota bittertaste of
reality two weekslaterin a pair of exhibition
games versus thereigning NAIAchampions,
Simon Fraser University. TheClan pounded
theRedhawksin bothgames. Seattlecontin-

Junkin's arrival to the squad, theRedhawks
lacked a true secondbaseman. With Junkin at
secondandBredice atshortstop,theRedhawks
have a solid middle infield. Junkin is not
hitting theball consistently well,but in pressure situations,she steps up. Shehas a team
leading 11 RBIs for the season. Bredice, on
the other hand, has established herself as the
team'spower hitter.Sheboasts a .368batting
average and .605 slugging percentage with

ing the tourney with three straight victories,
the Redhawks dropped three more to finish
with a respectable 3-3record.
TheRedhawks entered this past weekend' s
games versus Humboldt State University and
CWU with a 7-6 record. Last Friday, the
Redhawks hosted the reigning NCAA Division II champions, HSU.TheHSULumberjacksbrought a nearly flawless29- 1record, a two homeruns, threedoublesand 10RBIs so
19-game winning streak, and anumber one far.
ranking to Seattle. But the Redhawks were
Weiskopf went on an offensive tear last
not intimidated. In the first game of the
double-header, Seattle nearly upset the
'Jacks, but gaveup the winning runonan
errorin the topof the seventh inning. The
Redhawks did not give up in the second
game either, fallingjust 3-1 to the powerful 'Jacks. Eventhough it showsupas two
losses in the book, the Redhawks scored
two moral victories in the games against
HSU.
Fatigued from Friday's games in the
blazing sun, theRedhawks were unable to
carry over the momentum the following
dayin Ellensburg.Seattledroppedits sixth
and seventh straight contests versus the
Wildcats. The second loss marked the
Redhawks seventeenth straight inning
,
without arun.
Weiskopfgetsfull extension aginst HSU.
Julie
The Redhawks are a resilient team and
will beback on trackin notime. A solid crop season,hitting for both power and average.
of returners are determined to see that hap- She ledthe team in hitting andplayed a solid
pen, and soon. Key returners to the squad thirdbaseposition for theRedhawks.Herbat
include AngeliqueBredice,SaraJunkin,Julie has yet tocomealivelike it didlast season but
Weiskopf and co-captains Holly Miller and hasbeeneffective nonetheless.Sheis hitting
Casey Sprute.
.300 with both a double and a triple this
Junkin was a junior transfer last season season.
Splitting right-field duties with Kirn
from EdmondsCommunity College. Before
McDonald, Miller is hitting a solid

Gommencemeni

.324 in 34 appearances.Her leadershipas co-captain isgiving the team a
biglift when it is struggling,making
her presencevital to theseason's overall success.

f^ w\

A Division 111 All-Conference

Speaker Wan/ecf/ ft 1

catcherlast season, Sprute is the anchorof theinfield.Frombehindhome

plate, Sprute orchestrates the team's
everymove before it happens.She is
a solid power hitter and a consistent
fielder with a good arm across the
middle to second base. Sprute's bat
has been quiet but her fielding has
beennearly flawless. Shehas picked
off three runners thus far.
During the off-season, while his
team was busy in the weight room
and on the practice field, Gentleman
was in his office and on the road
recruitingplayers.A verymethodical
andcommitted coach, heentered the
off-season with specific intentions.
"Firstof all Iwanted toincrease the
amount of players on the team. But
specifically, Iwanted to draw some
quality pitchers and stabilizeour outfield," Gentleman said.

If you are graduating this Spring
(either as a graduate student or
an undergraduate student) and aspire
to give the Commencement speech,

please apply today!!
Applications are available at the
Campus Assistance Center
(Student Union Building, first floor)
and the Campus Life Office
(Student Union Building, Room 207).

While his numbers are not where

he would like them to be ultimately,
Gentleman is pleased with his recruiting class. Key newcomers this
season will be Casey Cooper,Kelly
Fullerton, Annette Gaeth, Mmdi

Applications are due Monday, April 24th,
no later than 4:30 p.m.,
at the Campus Life Office.
Please call Liz Skofield at 296-2525
with questions or concerns.
Hope to hear from you soon!!
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Goodwin, Annie Menard, Brittany

.

the Redhawks lack infield depth and are
always vulnerable to injuries.

Another truefrosh,Menardis a left-handed
power playing extremely well this season.
Shehasrecorded anoutstanding.342 average
with 7 RBIs.
Sullivan is also a true frosh looking to
make an immediate impact. Sheisan excellent hitter and will start in right field for the
Redhawks. Gaeth is a sophomore transfer
from Allegheny College in Meadville,Pa. A
local product, she was a highly recruited
player fromMonroe High School. Gaethis a
solid defensive outfielder with a lot of
speed and a great arm. Gentleman feels
fortunate to have such a talent and will
start her in center field. She has a good
glove, but thus far in the season,her bat
is making the mostnoise.Gaethis hitting
a team leading .412 and has the team's
most at-bats with51 She does nothitfor

.

power, but baserunners are what the

Redhawks need most right now.
Goodwin joins junior Cheryl Johnson
as the team'slone pitchers. Shecomes to
SU fromSouth KitsapHighSchool where
sheearned ahandful of league and state
accolades. Althoughshe lacks the experience of Johnson, Goodwin throws
harder and has a bit more off-speed
pitches inher repertoire.At this point in
the season, sheis seeing the most action,
pitching92of the team's107 inningsplayed.
Her 7-7 record does not reflect her outstanding 2.88 ERA, making the team's sluggish
offense all the more apparent. Gentleman

will look to both pitchers to stay strongand
healthy as bothrecorddozensof innings this
season.

A tremendous hitting team, theRedhawks
will live and die by their bats this season.
Faced with a dearth of depth and just two
pitchers, Seattle must find a way to manufacture runs any way possible.Leading the offensive onslaught will be Weiskopf, Sprute,
Gaeth and Bredice. Seattle's post-season
aspirations rest squarely on those players'
shoulders. As coach and chief strategist,
Gentleman willhave to takerisksin aneffort
to manufacture runs, butthat meanshisplayers must be alert and quick-thinking if they
hope to win with a tough schedule.
"If weare to win this season,wemust play
smart andremaininjury-free. But evenmore
importantly, we need to stay united. Team
unity will translate into victory, but it will
also get us through the bumps in the road,"
Gentleman said.
Softball at SU isknownfor its enthusiasm
and dedication. Add this season's powerful
Redhawk hitting with toughermore-talented
PacWest opponents,and fans areinfor atreat
at Logan Field this spring.
The seasoncontinues this Saturday, April
8 at WWU in Bellingham. Along with SFU
and HSU, the WWU Vikings are one of the
topsquads in thePac West.They finished 3313 in 1999.
Seattle will get another crack at SFU on
April 9 in Burnaby,British Columbia. Then
on April13, theRedhawks continuetheirfive
game roadswingin Arcata,Ca. versusHSU.
On April 15, the Redhawks face Western
OregonUniversity.
Aneight-gamehome-stand versusfourseparateteams brings the season toaclose.Seattle
will host re-matches versus SMC, WOU,
WWU and CWU.
Seattle will have dual affiliation with the
PacWest and the NAIA this season. If the
Redhawks make the postseason, they will
head south to Portland for the regional tournament on May 12 and 13.
IfSeattle canupset perennialNAIA Northwest favorite SFU, the Redhawks will then

Sullivan and Liane Tominaga.
Tominaga is frosh walk-on who
continues to amazethecoaching staff
andher teammates withheroutstanding development. She was co-captain of her high school team that
captured the 1999 Hawaii State
Championship. While she does not
appear to have a spot in the starting
rotation,Tominaga is a verycapable advance to the 20th annual NAIA softball
infielder who could step in at any championships in Decatur, Ala., May 17
time.She couldprove very useful as through 20.
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Beasley Says:spring training is fun12 times aver
the Brewers.JimEdmonds, the outfielder in whom the M's and the
Yankees areinterested,didnotplay.
After eightinnings, the Angelshad
one hit and the Brewers threehomers. There were 5,000 plus fans,but
10,000 yesterday. Weather 86 degrees, had 30 degrees in MilwauFather Frank Logan,SJ
kee. Got lost coming home to
Tempe,and enjoyed the sunny ride.
Forty years ago. Father Frank NCAA basketball in the evening.
Logan, SJ, was playing softball So far weather perfect, much more
under thenameEdBeasleybecause so than the M's and the Angels.
the archbishop didnot want a JeMarch18: A shortride to Diablo
suitplayingcompetitivesports. He Park here in Tempe,
home of the
"
soonbeganwriting "BeasleySays,
Angels, and an odd name for Ana weeklysportscolumnforTheSpec- gels. Years ago it was the home of
tator.
theM's whowereoustedinfavorof
This week. Father Loganreturns the Angels to increase crowds.The
to tellusabouthis twelfth trip tosee M's then went off to
Peoria and
Spring Training in Arizona.
havedrawnmore fans than the Angels.
March 16: My host Paul
The first players we saw were
McKillop and Iarrive at Mesa at two former M's, now with the Angame time,1p.m. The grandstands gels.JimPresley,M'sthird
baseman
and bleachers were filled, and the andMike Morgan,pitcher and winsloping lawns outside the left and ner of today's game. was
It
Arizona
right field fences werecrowded.
all the way with three homers to
It was the Mariners versus the none. A big crowd and warm! And
Cubs. Gil Meche pitched threein- at
Peoria the Ms defeated theCubs
nings for the M's and gave up one 16-8. At the motel in the evening
hit, a homer, by Sammy Sosa who
we saw Gonzaga defeat St. John's
also struck out in the first.
in a fine NCAA tournament game.
Ryan Anderson, the 6' 11" lefty, To see the game we had a bite at
took overandgave upsix runs,only nearby Wendy's. Eighty-five detwo earned. It was a medley of a grees today.
walk, score or a double steal and
March 19: Back to Diablo Field
passed ball and three errors.
to see Angels versus White Sox.
A-Rod, John Olerud and Jay
The Angels lost again despite the
Buhnerdid notplay. CarlosGuillen presence of Edmonds and Mo

doubledfor two runs andalsohad a
single. The M's lineup showed
little at bat or in the field. Theonly
bright spots wereGuillen and especially Meche, a one hitter in three
innings. We hope for better things

M's lose at Peoria. We will seeall 13 runs, in a vain effort to get a bit
One important Cub fan we met
warmer, Paul and I
14 games while in Arizona.
left along with was George Will, a well-known
March20: A greysky from hori- many others. It was the lousiest writer ofpolitics. We did not shake
zon tohorizon and a cold and brisk weather in a long time for many hands because George has broken
windwhich caused the tallslender fans so we did not complain but his right hand, a real problem for a
palm treestodance about and some were glad to reach ourmotel. And writer.
ofthemlostbranches. AtHohokam to Peoria tomorrow where the PaAn interesting part of living in
FieldinMesait wasCubsagainand dres meet the Cubs for the third Arizona is that Spanish is spoken
by many people.
the Brewers. After fiveinnings and time. So it goes in Arizona!

Vaughn. Edmonds, a left-handed
hitter,

hit one over the left field
fence. Another warm day, about
5,000 fans.

Went in for breakfast, saw my
grandniece Katie Logan, here with
with all the regulars afield. Glori- a couple of Gonzaga alumni to see
ous sunshine!
afew games. Andfor dinner Beverly
March17: On St. Patrick's Day Schoen of LoyolaHall, a real fan
atnoon we wenttoMaryvale,spring with her sister and fiance". A long
training home of the Milwaukee but pleasantday. Beverly saw the

Brewers,about15 milesfromPhoenix.Thisis anew ballpark as oflast

year,and agood one.We sat nextto

one very nice gent, an alumnus of
St. Peter's College, NJ. Yesterday
we saw the game witha gentleman
who attended Jesuit High in Phoenix,Regis Hill and theUSF.
Today it was the Angels facing

tryouts
Cyouts:

onday, April 10, 6 to 9 p.m.
rmational meetingand clinic,
Quiet Exercise Room.
Wednesday, April 12, 6 to 9
p.m.Clinic,QuietExercise Room.
Friday,April 14, Actual tryouts
starting at3:30 p.m., Quiet Exercise Room.

Interestedcandidates must attendall three days.
If you have any questions or
needadditional informationplease
contact Lisa Burcar at
398-4788,
(206)
or
lmburcar@aol.com.
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SU tennis rights ship with home wins
"I'mdefinitely goingtoleavewith a fair amount offreshmen.It's good
ALEXIS JUD AY-MARSHALL "[We want] to keepdesire ata high in their doubles match.
success,
their
recent
ofmemories. I'yemade alotof that they start now,and in the years
Despite
level."
the
alot
Reporter
Staff
TheSeattle University men'sand
women's tennis teams scored big,

recording strong wins this weekend.

TheSU men traveled to Linfield
CollegeinOregononSunday morning,winning a second matchin two
days, 6-1. The Redhawk men were
undefeatedindoubles matches,and
also swept the top four singles
matches.
"Everybody played really well,
and we stepped up to the level of
competition and put in the best
effort," juniorlan Purgnan said.

...

Frosh Ramiro Hernandez per-

formed remarkably against Justin
Greene, taking straight sets 6-0, 60. In fact, Hernandez played so
welllast week that he was

women's teamhas faced manychal- friends. Ireally enjoy [the] com- to come wecan definitely improve
lenges this year.
petitiveness," senior team co-cap- and get the program going," Fry
They were short of team mem- tain Ayakawa said.
said.
bers at the beginning of the season
Thewomen's team (4-7) believes
Thegoal for the women's teamis
trip to nationals.
The womenalsofared well,snap- andhad torely almost entirelyupon theyhaveimprovedgreatlythrough- to makeNAIA Nationals in May.
ping a four-match losing streak, as word-of-mouth in order to Find re- out the season, strengthening their
"I really want to go since this is
they defeatedLewisandClarkCol- cruits. Like other SU sports teams, tennis skills byplaying such teams my last year," Ayakawa said.
"Everymatch, itisdefinitelyposthey have also faced the division as instate rival , Pacific Lutheran
lege 5-2 on Saturday morning.
change.
University,
Hawaii
Univertop
TheRedhawk women's
three
Pacific
sible that we could win,"Fry said.
to
players- MelissaBiscayno,Jessica
lucky
sity
Brigham
Young
"We were
find another
and
UniverAnd if the women keepplaying
—
Fry, andDenise Ayakawa all re- group of girls to come out," team sity-Hawaii.
as they have been, they will secure
"It'sa pretty new team. We have themselves a spot for May.
corded singles victories as well as co-captain Fry said.
wins
to
team
help
swing
doubles
the
past Lewis and Clark.
Number one singles player
Biscayno andnumber two Fry won
bothof theirsinglesmatches inthree
sets. The pair combined their efforts to defeat Lewis and Clark's
Sara Schipani and Joy Leising 8-2
Fornowthe men willconcentrate
ontheir next match, and continue to
focus onbuilding a solidbasisfor a

—

named NAIA Region I

player of the week.
Frosh Eski Strong and

sophomores Hiroyuki
Watanabe and Grant
Beaird also won their
matches, giving SU
mppi^mm^^^B^Ra^a^B^a^a^Bßi^aßßß^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^^^Bß^aßßaMaßß^^^^^^^^B^^^^^m^^^mQ

strong support in singles

competition.
The men (3-7) hope to

we throw all kinds of

improve their playing
abilities, and move up in

[ObSt3ICIQS] at you.

the current standings by
the end of the season.
Their recent play hints
that they will. In the past

tuition isn't one of them.

week they a\so defeated
Evergreen State College

oppo7-0 andDivision I
nent Portland State University, 5-2.
can," sophomore

r*^"^nP^

Sure, we'll have you climbing walls. But if you qualify for

"Everybody's starting
to play like we know we

a 2- or 3-year scholarship, tuition's one obstacle you won't

Grant

have to worry about. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. And get a

Beairdsaid."We're very

>.^ im

Erß-Hiwl

confident in the weeks
ahead, that we should

make nationals."
"We are focusing on
onematch at a time, playing hard, keeping the focus onnow insteadof the
future," Purgnan said.

ARMY ROTC

Two year scholarships available
Call 296-2439 for information

Hiroyuki Watanabepractices his servelast
weekin the SeattleU sun.

THIS YEAR A LOTOFCOLLEGE
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SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
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program, youcould get
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up toa $65,000 limit.

l r with a
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three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
duty reduces
active
on
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,

Theoffer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
andcertain other federally insured loans, whicharenot
indefault.
And debt reliefis just one of the many benefits
you'llearn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.
(206) 763-8595

Unlike any other college course you can take.

Where Clinical
Expertise and
Compassionate Care
Come Together.
Yourinvitation to an
| exciting nursingcareer!

Riaj

VisitProvidence Seattle Medical Center on April I2thfrom 4:3OPM to
7PMor April I6th from ll:30AM to 2PM. Meet with nursemanagers,
take tours ofour outstandingmedical facilities, learn about our Residency
program and enjoy anafternoon of tea and refreshments.We will also be
drawing for some excitingdoor prizes.
When you workfor Providence SeattleMedical Center, you'repart ofa
unique organization. We offer cutting-edge treatment,outstanding facilities
anda caring environment where every employee is valued.

Join us in the Pinard Foyer at: Providence SeattleMedicalCenter, 500
17th Avenue;Seattle, WA; 98124-1008. Parkingvalidation v available.

PleaseRSVP toCarol Kubeldu,RN at 206-320-2368

IJ i

ProvidenceSeattleMedicalCenter

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
Mynine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
Ican answer any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOUCAN BE!
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Flood victims struggle from lack of aid
Mike isgoingto beable to work
on the long-term rehabilitation.
So the money that comes from
Dr. Judy Mayotte always tells people she Seattle University students will
left her heart andher legin Africa. Mayotte gointohelpingthemrebuildthere.
las becomeSeattle University's resident exWe're lucky to have an Oregon
pert on Africa since she joined the history Province Jesuit there whoknows
epartment as an adjunct professor in 1997. the people, whoknows the situaA grant from the MacArthur Foundation tion.
nabled Mayotteto travel to Pakistan,Ethioia, Sudan, Thailand, Cambodia and Eritrea
Mozambique has
o study the plight ofrefugees.
Sudan,
Mayotte
While in
lost her right leg fallen from the
drop
when a pilot missed the
zone and 200- front pagesofour
pound bails of food fell ontoher andher film newspapers and
news
crew. Despite the accident, Mayotte still from
broadcasts,
a
how
spent
reminisces with smile on the timeshe
she
met
does
the
lack
ot
people
Africa and the
there.
In Mozambique she met Father Mike media attention affect the recovery of the
Schultheis, SJ, an Oregon Province Jesuit people?
living in Beira.
In an effort to help Mozambicans, SU is JM: It really,really impacts the recovery of
currently collecting donations to send to Fa- any people who are decimated by war or
ther Schultheis. During a recent interview natural disasters like floods because once the
Mayotte commented on her experiences in media draws out, then peoples' minds just
sort ofgoblank again. Ithink that'sone of the
Mozambique.
things that wereallyneed to work onas faras
JM: Ina flood like this youhavebridges that the way that we think about an act. We need
have gone out, the ruination of your crops, to work on these long-term rehabilitation
many of the cattleare dead. The villages are kinds of activities in our foreign aid.
decimated, the houses are torn down. And
When we're satisfied with justputting the
another thing that has happened there too is band-aid of emergency food and shelter, we
that Mozambique was filledwitha lotofland forget thatthese peoples' lives aregoing togo
minds and they pretty well had those places on. When they're out ofourmind's eyes, we
marked and were working on getting ridof just forget about them.
It's going to be a horrible burden as far as
the land minds. The floods have washed
them into different places now. So that's the economy is concerned to be able tomove
another huge danger the people face as they ahead. It must be a terrible timeas far as the
spirits of the people,themorale of the people
go back home.

KATIE CHING
Managing Editor
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JM: It's very difficult because involved in

—

refugee camp in Milawe as
Mozambicans returnedhome, theytook any
supplies they could, includingthe roofs off
these temporary homes(above). Dr. Judy
Mayotte (left).

A

to know that they have to start completely
over again. One of the reasons Ifelt like it
wouldbegood for SeattleU. tobe involvedin
helping them is because we were gracedby
the presence ofGracaMachel. Her absolute
dedication if yourecall oneofher answers
when a student asked why she didn't just sit
back; she said "Ihave no right when thereis
so much more to do in my country."
SoIthink that'sone thing, if she gracedus
with herpresence,when they're inneed to be
able to give a little bit of what we have and
then also because Mike Schultheis is over
there and we have a real Jesuit connection
with the country,

—

XC:Inyourexperience,what arethechances
that a country like Mozambique, that has
faced warand a majornatural disaster, willbe
able to recover?

A V^f/vivfaivj A Pi^m Ift*m I

that toois the debt crisis. Much of the debt
was not built up by the current government.
Some of that debt is beingforgiven, which I
think is absolutelyright andneeds tobe done.
When people seem tobe ready whenthereis
anemergencyorsomethingtolook at and see
these pictures. They'll go out for a littlebit
and give to it, but then they'll draw back.
What we really need for stability in our
—
world is to work with development
grassroots community based participatory
development, not just these great big
infrastructural things like dams and bridges.
It's always shocking to me that less than
one percent of our federal budget is designated for development aid. And yet our
stability is tied up with the stability of the
world. So if we're thinking of our own
national security, then it behoovesus to help
people help themselves.
Ioften tell the story of that Mozambican
woman who asked arelief worker whenthe
war wasover "Who will helpme rebuild my
footpath and small bridge?" And the thing
that really strikes me is that she was not
asking for a handout, she was asking for
someone to help her. And when you think of
the symbolism of footpath and small bridge,
those bring you back into society, those enableyou togoto the marketplace;they enable
you to get to a job; they enable you to go
beyond your front yard to be a part of the
world. And that's what that woman was
asking for. That's what we need to think
aboutas faras foreign aid. It'snot justgiving
handouts,and it's not makingpeople dependentbut it's helpingpeoplehelp themselves.
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Byou

answered yes to any of these questions, we need your nominations for these
University-Wide Awards:
" Campus Leadership Award

" Class of 2002 Leadership & Service Award
l\
and
" Class Of 2001 Leadershipr & Service

offered significant service to the
...recognizesstudents who have
who have
impact
campus

Award^V
m^k X

. . recognizes first and second year students who have
contributed to the campus community through their leadership
and service

/^^J

" Outstanding Senior Award and
' Outstanding Graduate Student Award

. recognizes students who have made outstanding

±SZ ?J£sZS2£ 2s£L*S

ZZ?J££5ZS2£2£2$£L*

academic

,ience. This award „■*-» both
,ch,evement and senv.ee to the campus commuraty.

T

"Spirit of the Campus Award

.. recognizesstudents who have exemplified the

B^ //

life and
University through their
on
qualities
of collaborative leadership.
exemplified the

/

" Multicultural Awareness Award

*" *-*
*"*
m\
jttfi^^^^s

~^"an"^

recognizes students who have served the University community
«"" c

~

" Good Samaritan Award
\ _J^T^
ww
«»*».
Jr
<j TUD F NT Ther^To7ZLTmZ^2SXSZI<
iVL^AJgaJ>J||ilM
and compassion.
i^r of
m

AWAKDT

Spirit of Seattle University through the enrichment of campus life and
:he invigoration of the campus community.

"^^"^"""^"
p"""^^"
■■■^""^^"■^^^
■"^^^^■■^^■■"■^^^"l
campus
INomination materials are available throughout
and in the Leadership & Service Office, SUB 2068.
I"^ ■ ^" ■^" l1

.

being a

o

competence, conscience,

*
G. Hunthausen
Archbishop
r Raymond
Service Award

...recognizes outstanding students who embody the Jesuit ideal of
being a person for others through their service to both the
University community as well as the greater community beyond
-mPus, and in so doing

\Nominations are due Wednesday April 12th.
All faculty, staff and students are encouraged to nominate.
Contact Lisa K'Bedford with any questions at 296-2497 or kubickl@seattleu.edu
The Spectator
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Lunch

Join Father Sundborg in

<#^^ <£°

<fr

a discussion on
"Community" on April 12
from noon-lp.m. in the
Wykoff Auditorium. ALL
STUDENTS, faculty and
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Dr. Evelyn Farkas will be visiting Seattle University to give
two FREE lectures!

The first is The Challenges of Ethnic Conflict on
Monday,April 10, 2000 at 7:30 p.m. in Pigott Auditorium.

Attention all

ThirstyThursday
Date:April6
K

c
Cnnirtrc* Senior
beniOrS.

#

Week is coming
*
2 1 -26!

..

Time: 9 p m toC|OSe
Where: "Down Under" in
Belltown, 2407 1stAvenue

The Great Job Search on Tuesday, April 11, 2000 at
1-3 p.m. in Room 1891 in Bellarmine Hall. Sponsored by
% Office of the Provost, ASSU, Alumni Assoc, College ofArts
"
anc^ Sciences, History Dept., Military Science, The PigottMcCone Chair, and Career Development Office. Inquiries
may be addressed to Professor (Emeritus) Bob Harmon,
" %%
History Department.
AS

*** «%

"*

»
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withUim White on
April 12 and Dennis
Ransmiier orf April
19. Meetings will
be in SUB 205 at
6:30 on Wednesdays.

"&s?
m

Quadstock Coffee House

On April 15, 2000, SEAC is sponsoring the Quadstock Coffee House. Snacks and Drinks will be provided. An acoustic band by the name of
Wine Field will be performing for the night. The cost of this event is FREE! So please come to Paccar Atrium and enjoy the show!

Family Weekend

.

rhc cfostenon shitty
Schedule of Events

flre your parents coming up for
8
Family Weekend? If they are, liven
h
5
„
up their visit UJith some dance
M
Qh
F
Cathohp
BAhcal Exegesis
MarkSheao
28,
lessons in Paccar fltrium on Rpril
P
, cSweeny
2880. fl dance instructor will teach
,« o P..,0n
cv
Mlcheal
__
the salsa, tange, sujing, and some
Thomas qU!
line dances. Snacks and drinks mill
2
_, ,f. s a^'. ay
be provided.
on
Lapin
Rabbi Daniel

a\\ ,

wT
"

Xhc SeattleUniversity
Marlr«i¥ian«liir»C Uub
liih
Morksmansllip

Wmter-term Shooting Schedule
April 14, 28, May 8- May 26
Both new and experienced shooters
are welcome.The clubprovides all
firearms,ammunition,instruction,
and eyeprotection.
_ and hearing
*
t
Transportation
to
the
leaves
range
"America: A Judeo-Christian Nation?"
from the front of XazierHall at 2:10
SEAC applications
These on-campus discussion meetings are held in
Casey Commons and begin at 7:30 p.m.
P-"i.('3:00 p.m.) Membersmay use
SEAC is looking for students interested in
their own equipment. For further
All S.U. students are welcome.
applying for 2000-200 1 board positions. The
information please contact Jacob
For Further information call
application deadline has been extended to this
Faris, President at 206-220-8638, eDr Tadie at 296-5422 or 296-5420.
Friday, April 7, 2000! Applications are
Sponsoredby the Chesterton Society and the
mail:farisj@seattleu.eduor Dr.Tadie,
available in the CAC and Bellarmine. Please
Institue on Character Development.
Faculty Moderator at 206-296-5422.
have applications turned in to SUB 202!
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Ad

%

Marketplace

April 6,2000

Become a Silver Cloud Valet
Silver Cloud Valet, the
Northwest's leading valet
service is now hiring for
both part-time and fulltime position in the Seattle/Bellevue areas. We
have a number of shifts
available days, nights,
weekdays and weekends
If you are responsible,
hard working, have excellent customer service
skills and are interested
- $11.00
in making $8.00
an hour, we invite you to
fill out an application at
3901 Stoneway N. Ste. 100
(Wallingford district of

.

Student Helper Needed

Virology and Immunology support, prep solutions,
research labs at Harborview record/assist with experineeds student help. Great ments, stock/order supresearch experience oppor- plies, other duties as

Office Assistant Position
Downtown dental office needs
PT help M-F (4-6) hours per
day $8/hr. parking or bus
pass. No experience necessary but must be professional, articulate and able
to work independently Call

.

Coleen

(206)682-9269.

t

.

assigned/able

tunity. 15/20 hours per week,
possibly more during the
summer
Provide support to researchers : errands, regant prep,
data entry, stocking, etc.
Must have interest in science and some afternoon availability. 8.50/hr.
Please contact Megan Allison

Provide radiation safety
svcs. to researchers,
calibrate survey meters,
main, inventory. No radiation exposure. Phys/
Chem/Engineer related major preferred, computer

(206)667-6995

experience required.

.

.

Seattle) We are open Monday thru Friday between 8
am and 6 pm. For more information, call Jerry at
(206)633-4944.

Lab Aide: Gain practical
exp. in lab: General lab

Work Study Positions
Available
Great opportunity in
medical research field:
FHCRC has several work
study positions available
immediately. You must have
Washington state work
study to apply. Don't know
if you are work study eligible? Ask the financial
aide office.

Office Worker: Wide
variety of clerical and
support tasks. Prior office experience helpful.

Radiation Safety Tech:

Health and Safety Tech:
Perform various support
function for the hazardous
materials section: data
entry, inventory, record
keeping, container collection, Enviro health/chem
or related major preferred. Required 1 yr.
inorganic chem and 1 semester/quarter organic
chem.
All positions 8.50-9.31+
hr DOE.
Interested applicants fax
or email brief resume ASAP
to: Jennifer Shotwell Fax:
(206)667-4051

jshotwel@fhcrc.org Indicate year in school &
position(s). Work study
eligible participants only
please.

Spacious 3

bedroom unit
for residential /commercial
purposes in First Hill area,
south of Seattle University.
Recently renovated. $1200.00/
month. Available now. Call
(206) 362-7305 or (206) 8179538.

The Spectator
is where it's at!
To advertise,
call Romie Ponce
at (206)296-6474
or fax her at
(206)296-6477.
The cost for
classifieds is $2
for the first 20

words and 10
cents a word
thereafter .
All classified
ads must be submitted by Friday
at 5 p.m. for the
Thursday edition.
Pre-pay please

.

Tiecoras
Original

ty/l

"York style
$■ U. Nite!
Every Thursday

$7.00 17inch
New York Pizza

4
jtfjU

Corner of 14th & Madison
free parking in rear

*Please mention this ad when ordering-valid only with student I.D. card
The Spectator

Duplex For Rent

"
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s
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(^ WEEK OF 4/6 -4/12^)

ON CAMPUS
-

4/6 Thirsty Thursday @ DownUnder
in Belltown, 2407 15t Avenue, 9 p.m. to
close.

4/7 -Redhawk Sports Day @ Connolly
Center Astrogym, 12:30 2:15 p.m. For
more information call (206) 296-5907.

-

4/10 Last day to donate money for
Mozambique flood relief @ Office of
Jesuit Identity, Loyola 209. For more
information call (206) 296-6133.

OFF CAMPUS
4/8 Ani DiFranco @ Univerity of
Puget Sound Fieldhouse in
Tacoma,8 p.m. Tickets $20/$25.For
more information call (253) 8793239.
-

4/8 The Tudor Choir concert @
St Mark's Cathedral, 8 p.m. Tick-

ets $18 general/$l5 students, seniors. For more information call

(206)322-3118.
4/10 - Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist Michael Cunningham speaks
@ Fifth Avenue Theater, 7:30 p.m.
Tickets $18main/$l5balcony/$7.50

students. For more information

call (206) 621-2230.
4/12 - Emerson String Quartet @
Meany Theater on University of
Washington campus, 8 p.m. For
more information call (206) 543

4880.

SPORTS
-

4/7 Women's Tennis @ Green
River Community College, 1 p.m.

4/8 Men's Tennis vs. University of
Puget Sound, 10 a.m.
-

4/8 Softball @ Western Washington University, 1 p.m.

-

4/9 Softball @ Simon Fraser University, noon.

4/11 - Men's Tennis vs. Green River
Community College, 1p.m.

